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ST. m a r y ’ s a c a d e m y r e c it a l

The senior pupils of St. Mary’s
Academy on Tuesday last gave a most,
pleasing recital which was attended j
by a very large and interested number j
of friends of the Academy.
The program was one of fine order j
T u t t i b y T w o Representa
i and those who participated showed '
I much skill and proficiency.
1
tives W b e Gave Vain#
j The program:
I
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PARKHURST NOMINATED
FOR GOVERNOR
Umphrey Nominated for County Commissioner—Returns of
Small Towns and Plantations Slow in Coming

Hayden

HOLSTEIN BREEDERS’ MEET

U K LINE WORK
IN AROOSTOOK

A very interesting meeting of the
Holstein Breeders’ Association was
held at the large farm of Bean & Allen
near Presque Isle on Thursday last.
The day was perfect and the time was
considered well spent, there being
about 60 present.
In the forenoon a most interesting
part of the program was the looking
over of this model breeding farm. The
grounds were well kept and the stock
was excellent. At noon a picnic din
Work on the Trunk line north from
ner was served. Bean & Allen fur
nished baked beans, coffee, cream, Houlton commencing at the end of
pickles, butter, etc. while the cake, pies \
Aid piece built by the town
and other things were brought by last year has commenced under the su
pervision of Mr. Greenwood for the
members.
Greenwood
Construction Co. and will
In the afternoon H. B. Bailey of
be
pushed
as
rapidly as possible.
Davidson gave an address on the feed
Mr. Greenwood was in town last
ing and bringing up of calves and Fred
P. Lorring gave a talk to the boys week and informed the TIMES that he

Detours Made Necessary in
Order to Facilitate
Work

GRANT WINS SHERIFF NOMINATION i

T h . R « l C r o M A»oo.took County |
Dorothy and Harold McCain
F M d Day which waa held at the Agjl- Va|ge , nterrmope
Lack
cultural Park on Tuesday, June 15th
Chester Hogan
proved to be a moat enjoyable affair
Hark, Hark the Lark
Schubert-Liszt
0
1 0
0 0 38 0
The latest returns up to one o’clock Hamlin
although the attendance w as not as
Miss Elizabeth Ebhet
on Tuesday with reports from all but Hamrnond Plan. 0 0 0 4 0 0 2
large as It should have been.
0 0 0 31
0 0 0
Berceuse
Godard 100 small towns in different parts of Haynesville
Hodgdon
4
1 1 44
9 9 25
James Jackson, division manager for
Miss Clare Hogan
the state that will not materially af Hersey
0 1 0 3
19 0 0
the N ew England Divsion American
Pas Des Amphores
Chaminade fect the result, gives Parkhurst a plur Houlton
8 21 27 256 68 2 63
Red Cross and Cheney C. Jones, assist38 0 6 24 26 0 18
Phyllis Griffin and Helen Donnelly
ality of 2,787 over his nearest compe Island Falls
aut division m sa sg tr wore present and
Linneus f
12
1 1 30
1 1 17 Mr. Lorring is Agricultural instructor ) kad never seen as much traffic on any
Martha
'
Dorn titor.
Ludfjow .'
6 3
1 7 2 0 9
this added a grest de&l to tbe day’s
at the Presque Isle High School and \of the roads that he had built as there
Miss Beatrice Smith
The vote at that time was:
Limestonj*'
3 47
3 8 3 10 20
program.
was on this road. On account of this
Deuxieme Nocturne
Leyabch
Littleton C; ■■■■'
1 1 1 18 1
0 44 has formed a young Holstein Breeders’
Parkhurst, 17,905.
A t 11 o'clock an open conference was
after a conference with Mr. Peabody
Macwahcgy
0
0
0
Harold McCain
7
0
0
0
Deering, 15,118.
held at the grand stand In which many Rondeau Brilliant
of the Highway Commission, It was
Madawaska
0 2 0 0 26 35 5 exhibit.
Von Weber
Milliken,
12,948.
Monticello
0 0
0 6 2 0 133 ! Mr. Philbrick the county agent also ! dec^ e(* that in order to facilitate the
many of the towns people end all dele
Miss Helen Donnelly
Jack, 2,017.
|Mars Hill
1 20
2 16 7 0 7 i
gates w ere Interested. ‘ This was In Voices of Spring
Sinding J Whether it was rainy weather or the Mapleton
0 40 0 15 0
0 14 Ispoke outlining just what the club stood ! work as weI1 as *° have the best road
charge of Mr. Jones wno explained
The I bu^ that is possible it was decided to
Masardis
Miss Dorothy McCain
1 10 0 9 10
1 9 ! for and why it was organized.
j
indifference
of
the
voters
of
the
state
the great need of Red Croat work and Prelude in C Sharp Minor
Merrill
22
5 0 0 0
0 7 : meeting was a most successful one make a detour for all traffic.
in the Primary election, the vote cast Moro
24
0 0 7 0
0 21
the peace time program. He explain
This detour will commence at the
Rachmaninoff j on Monday to nominate candidates for New Limerick
and about ten new members enrolled,
0 0 1 11
1
0
ed the method of the Red Cross Nurse Margaret Harrigan and Abbie Hogan
101
‘2 6 3 31 1 14 16 1 the members of the Boy’s Club being j ^owrey road so called and go east as
j State and County officers was very New Sweden
in working in the towns and schools Hungarian Rapsody II
far as the Cleveland farm, thence
Oakfield
0 0 32 0
i
Liszt j light all over the state.
0 42 admitted to the regular membership.
and empbaxied the fact that such a
toward
and through the Fred Low rey
Orient
0
0
2
1
5
1
0
(J
Miss Ardra Hodgins
There were present from » Houlton:
The Democratic vote was light and Presque Isle
? 152 13 81 22 56 104
Nurse could not help but be a great
farm across the bridge at the Smith
The Erl King *
Schubert-Liszt as there was no contest in any of the Portage Luke
Ora
Gilpatrick,
Nehemiah
Seeley,
2 4 1 1 8 0 2
factor in every town. He also brought
place and into Houlton via the FoxMiss Phyllis Griffin
Perham
4 16 6 G 1 17 25 • Howard Webb, Henry Rideout, Robert
;
counties
and
only
one
candidate
for
out the work still to be accomplished
croft road. Signs will be posted at the
The Last Hope
Gottscbalk Ij Governor, the excitement was all re- Keed
0 0 1 29
0 0 1 i Peabody and T. V. Holdaway.
in the various chapters to the ex-serO‘
Foxcroft
road and also at the iron
Silver
Ridge
0
0
2
2
3
0
Miss Margaret Hanson
|garding the outcome of the contests j St. Agatha
Tice men and their families and also
]
0 0
1 17
4
1
bridge
near
Union Square, notifying
Le Torrent de la Montagne
Smith ji for Republican candidates and Aroos- i St. Frances
Pres. P. R. Todd and the Board of
1 8 0 7
0 0 0
touched upon tbe extension work
the
public
of
this fact, and all traffic
Miss Abbie Hogan
i' took county produced their part, were St. Joi n
2 1 3
•3
0 3 0 Directors of the Bangor & Aroostook
among tbe Cicilian families.
will be obliged to travel this way.
Stockholm
Marche Hongroise de Concert
0
1
5
4
2
1
1
1
6
R.
R.
were
in
town
on
Tuesday
after
very keen but returns up to the time 1
A t noon a delicious dinned was ser
13 0
2 13 4 0 5 : noon on a special train going north on while it is a bit farther it is on the
Kowalski j of going to press indicate the nomina- j Smyrna
ved to those present, when over one
Sherman
7 •; 3 24 4 I 12 ;
whole a good road and will be of great
Abbie Hogan and Margaret Hanson , tion of Parkhurst for Governor, Grant j
an inspection trip over the road.
Van Buren
1
6 3 14 9 50 24
hundred and fifty including the special
assistance to the contractor.
2
3 0
4 0 1 12 j
for Sheriff and Humphrey for County Westmanland
guesta the members of tbe Houlton
All automobilists should bear this in
Weston
1
2 (1 6
0 0 29
Commissioner.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL CLASS
Chamber of Commerce and the dinner ! 72D COMMENCEMENT
a
mind and start on the right road rath
(.) 0
Winterville
0 0 3H 0 1
The vote follows:
O 11 10
0
w as b o tthe only threat in store
Woodland
2 13
RECEIVE DIPLOMAS er than have to turn and come all the
EXERCISES OF R..C. I.
Washburn
i
56
18
28
11 15 21 j
for them, for they, as well as all pres
The
Eight
grade
scholars gave a way back.
The Methodist Episcopal church was VOTE OF AROOSTOOK COUNTY FOR Wade
3
5 0 4 1
4 9j
ent bad tbe pleasure of bearing from
GOVERNOR
Mr. Greenwood has about 100 men
the scene of the Ricker Commence
program at the
Westfield
0 r.i
0 7 6 0 15 ' most entertaining
Mr. Jackson, who returned from Eur
ment exercises last Wednesday, every
graduation exercises Thursday morn at work at present, but expects to dou
ope only a few weeks ago, having been
781 R 8 1142 ; 55 715 899 :
seat In the church being occupied.
ing in the High School Auditorium ble that amount before the week is
sent over there by tbe National Red
The auditorium was tastefully decVOTE OF AROOSTOOK COUNTY FOR which showed painstaking preparation over.
Cross to observe conditions from an
So serious is the situation that hag
and careful study.
corated with the class colors yellow
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
economic standpoint and it was along
developed because of the high prices
and white.
A
class
of
64
received
their
diplo
Hodgdon
54
these lines that he spoke after the din
mas which entitled them to entrance of labor and materials, that it is cerBryson’s orchestra funished a choice Amity
5
11
6
ner had been finished. A large map
' Caribou
163
83
£ ' into High School which were present- tain much of the work originally planprogram during the exercises.
of Europe was placed where all could
JC
o 53
The program was one of unusual j Linneus
ed by Supt. Packard who also gave the |ned on the highways of Maine for the
i New Limerick
11
see It and aa Mr. Jackson spoke he
j present year will have to be cutailed,
merit and was rendered in a most i Ludlow
j
class
some excellent advice.
h
3 Hi
u>
. pointed out on the map the countries
3 16
1
pleasing manner.
The graduating class was a fine ap according to an anouncement made
130 253 I Amity
! Houlton
48
that he viaited and the conditions as
16 33
34 pearing one. one of whom Principal j from the office of the State Highway
26
14 50 Ashland
James Archibald Esq., president of Limestone
* Bancroft
0
he.found them, taking each country in
14
3:i
10
j Commission Wednesday.
the Board of Trustees presented the : New Sweden
1
0 , Ham may well be proud, and Principal
* Fort Fairfield
■12
51 06 ■Benedieta
turn, France, Belguim, Italy, Germany,
Paul D. Sargent, chief engineer of
diplomas to the graduates.
Ham
himself
and
his
assistants
should
[
Blaine
u 30
HI
0
’ Hammond Plan
3
1
Poland, Austria, etc., and the informa- j
1 31 16 receive praise for their work as shown the State Highway Commission, has
The program follows.
Easton
85 |
I Bridgewater
44
17
tion coming first hand and from a j
56 43 210 ! by the class.
Presque Isle
2Hi
185 70 ■Caribou
been in conference with Governor MilPROGRAM
‘
3 11
men who had ben on tbe ground made j
0
Van Buren
60 :! Cary
40
l liken in the matter. The unusually
The
program::
0
3
Castle
Hill
Music
Ashland
30
it all tbe more interesting. He was |
47
6
high prices asked for contract work
March
Prayer
8
16
Portage Lake
2
12
4 Crystal
asked about conditions in Russia, b u t ' Salutatory and Essay
,
Connor
2
0
1
were
the subject of discussion and it
3
2
1
1
Selection
Eighth
Grade
Orchestra
i
Castle
Hill
18
6
11
The Little Children in the Woods
fbe Information, be said was only wbat
1
1 HI The Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers
3
HI 115 Chapman
. was finally agreed that the greater
Katrina Ingrid Hedman
, Monticello
he bed gained from questioning those Agriculture— The Greatest Science
Caswell Plan.
4 16
1
Frenchville
1
Felicia Hemans part of the work should be by day
Roy Edward Pond
Dyer Brook
X 16
Fort
Kent
10
who had been there, as he did not have “Brave Little
f.
76
Holland”
j
labor. It was agreed that road build
Nellie S. Currie
Eagle
Lake
H
O
0
0
Grand
Isle
6
Helen Wilhelmina Hafey
the time, necessary to secure pass

t

Music

ports, etc., and could not visit this The Preservation of Our Forests
John Albert Barnes
country.
One Hundred Years of Progress
In the afternoon Mr. Jackson gave
Mary Muriel Hand
a brief address on Red Cross work as Class Poem— “ Pirigo"
Moses Scott Itanney
accomplished abroad and also told Class History
Harriet Helen Maxell
about the operation of the Red Cross
Music
in Europe and something concerning Class Prophecy
Clarissa Mae Lew in
tbe places where the refugee gar Address to I'ndergraduates
Ponald J. Mills
ments have been sent.
Valedictory
Tbe next roll call was touched upon
Philip John Hannan
Music
but no instruction given regarding the
Awarding of Junior Prizes
enrollment which will probably take Conferring of Pipolamas
place in November in some places and Singing of Class Ode
Benediction
it is thought that In some of the coun
Bryson’s Orchestra
try chapters an earlier date might be
The parts below were excused
advisable owing to the muddy and The Need of Music in Rural Schools
Mabel Emelin Anderson
rainy weather in Aroostook County at Biography of James G. Blaine
Hudson Carlton Berce
that time of the year. At the close a :
Andrew Carnegie
rising vote of thanks was extended to j
Helen Augusta Briggs
Mr. Jackson and Mr. Jones for their j Music In Maine
Mildred Fern Brown
kindness in consenting to come so far I Luther Burbank
.
. . .
,.
, .
Margaret \ irginia Rabat
to assist in explaining the mission of i The Maine woods

0
4

St. Agatha
Caswell Plan.
Woodlond
Stockholm
Madawaska
Washburn

69
14

Sherman
<’rysta!

20 Easton
17 E Plan.
20 Furt Fairfield
15 Furt Kent
10 F r e n c h ville

61
3",

.»
161
HI

* b irlie itl
<'.li-mvoecl

12 Grand Isle

11

I iamlin

Bend iota
Dyer Brook
Mersey
Merrill
Smyrna
Island Falls

61

1f a y ne s \ ille

Moult.in
H..dgd..ii
Hammond

M ersey

I ’e r lia J i)

10

6

288
66

Flan.

Island Falls

40

Ll M lei i ill

i ' hapma n
Mapleton
Wade
Ma r s Hill
Littleton
Haml i n Flan.

I .iiineus

Iaid )<>w
1.1mesli me

31

6

Maou alioe

<'imtiuf

38

Madawaska
Mapleton
Masardi s
Ma r s Hill
Met rill

14 2

VOTE OF AROOSTOOK COUNTY F O R
SHERIFF
A11illt ieello
y. ■ J.
t vL
M■ ‘i
y
.
r. r
£ f
N e w Limcri. 6
7.
(1
Amity
3
T
. W w Sweden
1
8 y 1
the Red Cross now that the war is |Leonar(3 Vvcfod a I>orit " u,n<,nt
l Ashland
, 1 l.iktield
2
23 3 2 1 29 6
Inez Lillian Kk
over.
j Ran Toft
11
I)
<l 18 II M
1 < ii iciit
The Natural Beauties of Maine
Edith Louise Henderson
1
! Benedieta
3 11 I II 1
Pr esque Isle
Leonard Wood as Presidentiai Candidate ' Blaine
11
5 1
2 16 II
( P or t ag e L a k e
Fremont Hunter
7
1
. Bridgewater
2 11
43 II Hi P e r ha m
The Rebekahs Lodges in District Life of Major General H. c. Merriam
Byron Wendell Ivey
j Oaribou
8
32 13 51 6 191 33 Reed
No. 27 comprising Ideal, Patten; Re-j General Fo^
') 0
Gary
0
13 2 11 0 Silver Ri dge
glna, Smyrna Mills; Natonia, Millinoc- j _
Lee Leroy Jameson
Gastle Hill
I 6
1
22 •1
1
1 Shernan
•
*
. _
..
.
. . . I The Poetry of Robert Burns
ket; and Portia, Houlton will be held
Clarissa Mae Lewin
0
j Caswell Plan.
2
1) (» (I 2 !
1 S myr na
In Houlton, June 23.
, The European W ar and Armenia
j Crystal
9 8
0 3
i| 8 Stockhol m
Harriet Helen Maxell
•> 1
II
1
II 0
6 St. A g a t h a
The Degree team of Ideal, Patten, Paul Jones, Founder of the American Navy I Chapman
0
Connor
Margaret Mercedes Melvin
0
1
48 1 St. Frances
1
1
w ill exemplify the degree.
Looking After the Reds
Cyr
0
0
(I (1
I) in
n St. John
Donald J. Mills
The President and Vice President,
0
Dyer Brook
1
(1
a 8 V a n Bur en
1
31
The Life of Sidney Lanier
II 1) 31
Eagle. Lake
0
Miriam Mathilda Norbeck
1) 43
of the Rebekah Assembly of Maine
M Wade
The Story of Old Glory
2 56
Easton
r» 18 6 4 56 W a s h b u r n
w ill be present.
Ruth Edna Norbeck
E Plan.
0
0
0
0
3 0
We s t mankind
There w ill be an afternoon and eve Maine, My State
Fort Fairfield
2 88
Ruth Mabel Olson
1 1 4 13 Westfi el d
ning session. Afternoon session will Robert E. Peary
Frenchville
0
2 0
1 0 15
We s t o n

TO HOLD DISTRICT MEETING

30

12
11
3
II

1

11
2'i
65

ing should be done in those sections
Concord Hymn
by Ralph Waldo Emerson where teams and labor can be secured
30
without too great inconvenience to ag
James R. Ross
43
ricultural development.
*.
1 Solo: A Perfect Day
by Carrie Jacobs Bond | Just how much work will be do i
Frances V. .'Mansfield
1 under this arrangement cannot now.
of course, be told, but it is the hop-*
The
Gettysburg
Address
1
by Abraham Lincoln of Governor Milliken and the mem
0
bers of the Highway Commission that
121
Robert F. Flanagan
21 The House by the Side of tiio Road
a great part of the contemplated road
1
by Sam Walter Foss program may he carried out. Bids ar >
8
also soon to he received for other word
A.
Jean
Keirstead
56
and it is hoped that these may be low
13 Solo: The I’ att’ o Cry of Freedom
by ,M. ( ! re *v, aid enough to warrant the dosing of some
contracts.
Weldon R. Knox
The Village Blacksmith
'
by Henry W. Longfellow
61
Bernard G. Hagerman
A very quiet wedding took place at
Aroostook Begins
Author Unknown
the
Baptist parsonage in Bangor on
Anita M. Jones
Solo
Selected Tuesday. June the fifteenth, at twelve
Vefa M. Doak
o’clock noon, when Miss Pearle A riet
2
Our
Responsibilities
ta Briggs of Houlton became the bride
44
by Theodore Roosevelt
7
of Roy W alter Ellingwood of Belfast.
Hollis IL Hamilton
5
Maine. Rev. J. S. Pendleton perform34 1 Solo: Old Folks at Homo

ELLINGW00D-BRIGGS

26

11
66

1

5

11

6

59

*;

2
1
6
4

6
21
9
7
27

0
3

1
5
5
30

bv Stephen Foster * Pd the ceremony the double ring serFroderick
A.
Patterson
j vice being used. The bride was attir15
8
7
by Lester Hart <ed in a blue traveling suit with hat to
1 Maine
31
14
Louise A. Taber
)
j match.
18
12
w ' Chorus
A Medley '
7
24
i
Class Motto: “ Excelsior”
1 Mrs. Ellingwood is the daughter of
•>
0
j Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Briggs of this town
Class Officers
2
4
3
1
President, Horace W. Mooers
j and is one of Houlton’s charming young
41
20
Vice-President, Louise A. Taber
I ladies. She was a graduate of Houl
4
21
Secretary, Lola P. Cromwell
1 162
ton High School and also of Aroostook
Treasurer, Franklin C. Churchill
15
r>
State
Normal School. She has been
12
28
22

7

0
33

0

j a very efficient teacher in the public
2
5 0
0
0
A marriage of interest to many peo schools of Houlton and later in Milli1
30
0
0
i
7
1 14
ple in this section took place Wednes nocket and has by her pleasing per
0
0
0
11
0 11
590 1620 1879 day, June 16 at the
parlors of the sonality made hosts of friends who ex
There will b e a special service at
Ricker
dormitory
when
Miss Myrtle tend best wishes upon the happy
the Salvation Army Sunday, 8 p. m.,
Parks became the bride of Morris event.
H. H. S. BALL TEAM
when a number of members will be
BOXING EXHIBTI0N
ADD BRONZ TABLET
Mr. Ellingwod is the son of the late
i Dunphy the ceremny being performed
commissioned as local officers, every
The two six round bouts in the box
WINS FIRST GAME
Richard J. and Mrs. Ellingwood and
GIFT
T
OR.
C.
I.
by
Prof.
E.
S.
Stover.
one should plan to be there as it will ing entertainment booked for the HeyA tablet on which is inscribed the
In the first game of a series to de
Mrs. Dunphy for some time was em is a young man of sterling character
he an Interesting service.
wood Theatre, July 6, will have as cide the Championship of Aroostook names of eight Ricker alumni who ployed with J. A. Miller as saleslady and is one of Belfast’s highly respect
ed young men.
contenders Young Sharkey of Boston county, Houlton High school in a ratt were victims in the world war, was and is well and popularly known
He holds a position of trust and re
Mr. Dunphy is an ex-service man
and Earl Penny of St. John.
ling game last Wednesday at Fort Fair last week presented to the Ricker
sponsibility in the traffic department
doing
2
years
service
in
the
“
Yankee
There will be several six round field won by a score of 4-3 and strange Classical Institute by the Alumni As
The marriage of Miss Doris Coch
Division” leaving Houlton as Corporal of the Great Northern Paper Co. at
minor
bouts preceding the main events to say H. H. S. took the long end of sociation.
rane of this town and Harold Sullivan
of Co. L and remaining with that or Millinocket. He enlisted in the navy
This most fitting memorial to those
of Now T o rt City, took place on W ed and taken all in all the show should the game in a bunch and Newt Church
ganization until its return home.
j in 1918 and was in active service ten
noble young men and women who
nesday of last week, much to the sur prove the best athletic bill presented ill is the person who is responsible for
After a short wedding trip they will months during the war.
gave of their treasure and their abil
the result.
The honeymoon will be spent at
prise of her many friends in Houlton.
in Aroostook county for some time.
return to their new home on the Fox
ity and gave even to the utmost, is of
Swan
Lake, where they will occupy
Mre. Sullivan graduated from Smith
Good
who
twirled
for
Fort
Fairfield
croft road.
Sharkey and Penny have not met
bronze and bears the folowing names: |
the “ Syh'an Retreat” cottage, owned
College laet year and after a short va
puzzled the visitors by his delivery
before in the ring and as some bouts
Ruby I. Barker, ’04; A. Lee Ferguson,
by Hon. C. H. Conant. On their re
cation went to New York where she
and few hits were made the score in
’04; Leon R. Graham, ’10; Frank B. ;
in
the
near
future
will
rest
on
who
secured a position on the stage and
the 7th inning was 3-0 in favor of the j
The marriage of Miss Lea Bam ford turn they will reside at Millinocket
from the first appearance made a wins the Houlton contest each is out home team when the wearers of the j Holden, ’12; Lester ;J . Lurvey, ’l l ! and Allie Holden of Oakfield took place where they have furnished apartments
great success of her chosen work, tra to score a victory. Sharkey is a rush “ black and white” by a series of hits Raymond E. Pond, ’13; Violet E. Rob-I on Sunday at the home of the bride's awaiting them.
The many friends of the happy cou
veling west and appearing in the cities ing lightweight and Penny is a hard and passes were able to fill up the inson, ‘00; Colin B. Tracey, ’06.
parents Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Bamford
in the middle west and on the Pacific hitting scrapper who is the best at bases there were two down, things {
on Park street Sunday afternoon, Rev- ple extend best wishes for a long and
his weight in the province of New looked serious. Newton Churchill a j Both Good and O’Donnel served np E. C. Jenkins officiating.
happy wedded life.
' coast in “The Tailor Made Man.”
She returned home the first of June Brunswick. Penny has been boxing former Fort F’airfield play but now of a fine line of twisters which were
Mrs. Holden is a graduate of Houl
and after a few daya with her Grand eastern Canada for the past three Houlton who had been touching up hard to solve.
ton High and has many friends who
R. C. I. JUNIOR CONTEST
mother Mrs. M arla Burnham she re years and generally was on the win Good's puzzlers each time up, gripped
Mishou the substitute catcher for will extend congratulations. Mr. Hol
The winners of prizes at the Junior
turned to Commencenfcnt at Smith ning end. He has boxed in both St. his bat firmly and let go at the first H. H. S. did a good chore as usual.
den graduated from R. C. 1. and saw Speaking Contest which took place at
and wno married shortly afterwards to John and Halifax.
good one that came across and when
The score:
service in France with the A. E. F. the Methodist Church, last Monday
Mr, Sullivan who is a graduate of
Aa a special attraction Bill McNulty he stopped running he had crossed the H. H. S.
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0— 4 7 2 and was very popular with his friends evening were:
Amherst College and has a position will appear and referee and also act home plate for a score preceeded by F. F. H. S.
0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 x— 3 S l Doth here and in Oakfield, where the
The fortunate contestants are girls
as Ckajulpt In a laboratory in Middle- as announcer and his appearance is a those players who had recently filled
A. F. Cook, Umpire.
newly married couple left shortly after Mabel A. Anderson, first; Helen Far
Urnm^mm T o rt where they will re guarantee that the fans will get the the bases— a hit that won the game
The second game in the series is the ceremony and where they will re rar, "second; boys: Franks Adams,
side.
value of their mnoey.
right there with 4 all.
awaited with interest.
side.
first; Oscar Benn, second.
open at 2.30.

SALVATION ARMY

Moses Scott Ranney
Anna Howard Shaw
Vera Verda Scott
Beaver World
Harriet Louise Taylor
The above parts excused

Fort Kent
Garfield
Grand Isle
Glenwood

0

0

0

58
2

0

19

Wi nt e r vi l l e
Wo od l a n d

DUNPHY-PARKS

MARRIAGE OF FORMER
HOULTON GIRL

HOLDEN-BAMFORD
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TEM PERS

Tempers are queer things anyway.
W e snap, and growl, and scold, and
fume, and fret for no cause under the
nun that we know of and when trouble
really comes we smile and take it as
unconcernedly as though it was the
most commonplace affair.
W e will
aulk for a week oyer a slight that was
all In our Imagination and grow all
the mader because we know that the
whole matter is an invention of our
own. The fact is, when we feel good, a
cyclone can’t spoil our equanimity,
but If we chance to be out of sorts
and have the blues, we are going to
get mad and stay mad and if we don’t
And any provocation we will make
one. The man who gets the blues—
and who is there who doesn’t get them
— is a most unfortunate person. Ten
minutes after the attack begins he has
concluded that he is the most abused
man in ‘the face of the earth. Every
person in the town is working against
him— he knows it and it is no use to
deny the fact. If the unfortunate man
is married, he wreaks disguest upon
his wife and boy and cow.

had a characteristically American j his simple, plain duty in the face of , tion, can any of these American ships dues and customs taxes must be abro fasting have almost no effect on the
“ career.” Its population in 1850 was j powerful opposition and regardless of be transferred to foreign registry. gated under the new law, but these temperature, nor has age.
only 1600, and the count of 1380 gave ' the consequences to his political fu ; This provision undoubtedly reflects preferential dues and taxes are not in
The temperature of animals differs
it only 11,000.
San Francisco, o f ; ture. New England is proud of this the very earnest desire of the country form re-established. A novel provi
little
from that of man, though gen
that American interests should be sion of the law, which with tactful en
course, has suffered since the earth- j selection and the country will be.
quake by the removal of many thou- j With such leaders, so chosen, the most jealously protected in the Ameri forcement may prove highly effective erally slightly higher. That of pigs is
is the reservation to American ships 103.41, of sheep 103.2, of dogs 102.5, of
sands to Oakland and other places j Republican party faces the issues of can merchant marine.
across the bay; Los Angeles seem s’ this campaign with the brightest pros
The law declares unequivocally for of the carrying of all import or ex horses, 99.8, of rats 101, of wolves 104.9
destined to play a great part in the ; pects of overwhelming success.
private ownership and operation of all port merchandise that may enjoy low
that of whales 101.8, tha tof tigers 99.9.
development of the far Southwest. It j
ships— both political parties in Con preferential frieght rates on American
Birds have still higher temperatures
railroads.
These
features
of
the
new
is the conspicuous trophy of the little j
gress almost unanimously agreeing on
T H E G R E E N E B IL L A L A W
law,
it
is
believed,
will
serve
as
a
com
known campaigns of the Mexican war, j
sparrows
having 107.4; cows. 109; wild
this as the rightful principle. But it
At last, the United States has the
coming into the possession of the Unit- j
may safely be asumed that the process plete offset for any alvantage which ducks, 109.4.
foundations of an up-to-date national of transfer will be deliberate and care-; foreign ships may have in their low
ed States in 1846.
Reptiles are much lower, but vary
merchant marine policy applicable to ful, and that the government will con wages, subsidies or bounties.
To much with the hour of the day, a live
FOR P R E S ID E N T A N D
shipping overseas. This measure— one tinue to have a direct, vital interest in facilitate the prompt sale of the gov I tortoise registering 55.7 at midnight
V IC E -P R E S ID E N T of the few important constructive re American shipping for many years to ernment-owned ships on the liberal I when the air was 55.4 and 65.8 at 1 p.
The Republican National Conven sults of the congressional session come. It is to be the national policy terms of payment provided, ship mort jm : when the air was 68.9.
tion that chose Warren G. Harding just ended— may fairly bear the name to make the fullest possible use of the gages are given priority over other
and Calvin Coolidge was, according to of Representative William S. Greene facilities of all our seaports capable o f ! liens, and there is definite encourage
certain critics, “ leaderless.”
None of Massachusetts, the chairman of the sustaining lines of ships in overseas ment of a national classification and j BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
T IM E T A B L E
may successfully deny, however, that House committee on merchant ma commerce. Government construction j survey system in the American Bureau !
j
Corrected to A p ril 28, 1920
it arose to the full measure of its rine and fisheries, which took a vigor of merchant tonnage ends with the of Shipping and also of an American |
T ra in s Dally Ex c e pt Sunday
great responsibilty and elected lead ous initiative in the undertaking. completion of the few remaining steel j system of marine insurance.
I
F ro m H O U L T O N
All this constitutes a powerful mea | 8-46 a. m.— For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
ers worthy of the great party and the Technically it is the Greene bill, with cargo steamers for which contracts
Limestone and Van Buren.
It |
country. The report of the work of certain amendments, which the Sen have been let, but an anual expendi sure of far-reaching legislation.
j 9 23 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
that convention has gone forth like a ate passed with an overwhelming me- ture of $25,000,000 is provided for opens a wide opportunity for maii- I
Boston.
loans to shipowners who may desire to time New England.
message of assurance that the mighty jority and the President has signed.
, 11.30 a. m.— For Ashland, St Francis, Ft.

j
Kent, Washburn,
Presque,
It is gratifying proof of a thorough build large, swift liners for the postal
:
Van Buren, via Squa Pan
service-and the naval reserve.
All
!
and Mapleton.
the safe and skilled hands of trust trade that this legislation, though op American vessels engaged in overseas TEMPERATURE OF MAN
| 1.05 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield, Caribou and
worthy managers.
LOWEST AT 3:30 A. M. j
Limestone.
posed by formidable influences, should trade to be exempt for ten years from !
1.40
p.
m
—
For Greenville, Bangor, Port
all
war
profits
and
excess
profits
tax
The
normal
temperature
of
man
There has been, especially of late, have been piloted safely through the
land and Boston.
ation, on condition that the amount of! varies according to the hour of the
a trend of inquiring thought respect turbulent last days of the session,
6.26 p. m.— For Bangor. Portland and
ing the man of American tradition,, when so much other urgent business such exemptions be applied with twice day. It is lowest at about 3.30 a. m..
Buffet Sleeping Car Van Bur
en to Boston.
the man who recognized the oppor failed. Senators and representatives the same amount of private capital to
I
when
it
averages
97
deg.
F
.;
from
then
7.12 p. m.— For Fort Fairfield, Van Buren
tunity, which we pride ourselves put this ship measure steadily ahead launching of new ships from American ;
Due H O U L T O N
everyone in this country is afforded, because they felt that there -was a yards. Moreover, the post office de- on it gradually rises until it reaches a 8.36 a. m.— From Boston, Portland, Ban
and having recognized it was grate positive demand for it from the Amer part ment and the shipping board an' maximum of 99.23 deg. F. at 3.30 p. m.,
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
to Van Buren.
ful rather than critical, was proud to ican people, and that it was good po authorized to assist with adequate after which it falls. This is the temp
undertake it, to make the most of it, litics to place it on the statute books postal compensation the maintenance erature of the armpit, which is always 0.19 a. rn.— From Van Buren, Caribou
and Fort Fairfield.
and become so busy in doing the work befor i the opening of the presidential of superior steam lines wherever they slightly lower that that inside the 12.57 p. m.— From Boston. Portland, Ban
The new law arms the may best serve the welfare of Ameri body.
he had found to do that he had no time campaign.
gor and Greenville.
Muscular exertion raises the temper 1.36 p. m.—From Limestone, Caribou ar.d
shipping board with vast authority can commerce.
for being a poor citizen.
Fort Fairfield.
All treaties with other governments ature from three to three and a half
Some have sneered at the tradition; over our merchant marine and all that
2.54 p. m.----- From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
that
prevent
us
from
returning
to
the
degrees, but 20 minutes of rest results
some have said the only opportunity pertains to it, and give the board not
Van Buren, W a s h b u r n .
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
worth while was the amassing of only power but permanence. It is im former policy of preferential tonnage in a lowering to normal. Eating and
6.21 j). m. — From Van Buren, Limestone,
wealth; others that opportunity was a mediately to be reorganized and in
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
delusion and he who reached for an creased to seven members, two from
7.09 p. m.— From Boston, Portland and
the
Atlantic
and
two
from
the
Pacific
eager hand to grasp it but thrust into
Bangor.
the grip of the shackles of the slave. |state, one from the Gulf, one from the
Time tables giving complete information
OLD AGE
may be abtained at tieket offices.
Great Lakes and one from the interior.
W e wish to say a few words for the Prophets full-whiskered and wild-ey
GKO. M. HOUGHTON’,
These
commissioners
are
directed
to
Now
sold
in
a
new
waxed
board
old folks, believing that the infirmities ed have come forth from the lairs of
General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine.
sell
the
10,000,000
gross
tons
of
warpackage — a great improvement
of advanced years are often treated tyranny to make us “ free” .
built government-owned shipping “as
Be it said there have been a goodly
over the old lead package
with an indifference that is hard to
soon as practicable," and are virtually
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
bear. Not by all, of course, for there number of the people who concluded,
left to dispose of it at any prices they
are many, we will hope the majority, if any old prophet might have honor
may see fit. competitive public or pri
that are thoughtful of the aged and save in his own neighborhood, there
MISS MARY BURPEE
vate sale, after advertisement. But
kind to them. Then again, there are was such an achievement possible as
SOPRANO
the ships must lie sold only to Ameri
others who, to put it mildly, are harsh making good among ones own folks
Teacher
of Singing
can citizens or corporations except in
and cold. It is very natural to smile and with the facilities already pos
Studio Room 27. Mansur Blk., Houlton
the case of vessels not needed for our
on what is lovely and strong, and sessed. Needless to add that Messrs.
Telephone 292-.J
own commerce for which customers
frown on the reverse without even ob Harding and Coolidge were of that
cannot he found. Not without the con
serving that we do so; and it often number.
sent of five out of seven members of
follows with the young especially, i Warren G. Harding, son of a coun
Sold only in sealed packages
the hoard, after searching investigaO ste o p a th ic P h ysicia n
that as they look on the furrowed ■try doctor in Ohio, found it necessary
Phone 244
Hours: 9 to 12-2 to 5
face, the dim eyes and trembling for the completing of his education to
N ew M asonic Bidg.
H O U LTO N
bands, the tottering, uncertain steps ! perform manual and other kinds of la124
of an old roan or woman, they seem to i j)0r
He drove team, taught district
forget that In that warm and honey ; school and had respect for the dollars
prison house are a heart and sou! j he earned. While he may have con
Land and Lumber Surveyor
'which yearn for recognition, for kind : sidered himself a journalist he neverC andidate fo r C o u n ty C om m issio n e r
ness In word and deed, and for a little . theless did not hesitate to act as
Eagle Lake, Maine
love, with an intensity that youth in |printer’s devil. All his life he has been
Its fulness does not know. They must j “ in touch” with affairs, with news for
forget, or one would not so often hear j his paper, with the people lie employs,
O F F IC E A T R E S ID E N C E
such remarks, “ Oh grandma, don’t j with the business of the hank of which
Damp, foggy weather, the kiud
bother; grandpa forgets everything; j he is a director and with the church of that takes all the starch and ambi
129 M ain St. H o u lto n , Me.
grandma, what do you want to go for? ! which he is a trustee. Wherever he tion out of you— when it’s not really
raining, just wet and chilly— that’s
Old folks ought to be contented at has associated with men they haw
Hansford W. Shaw
Seth S. Thorntoo
the worst disease-spreader know*.
j found him worthy of the highest conhom e!”
To resist its unhealthy influence,
In our words to others, in all our i fidence. tactful, straightforward, hon your bowels and digestive organs
ATTO RNEYS
It is a
dealings with them, it is our duty to j est. He is not criticised for lavish use must function perfectly.
Prompt
attention
to all business
wise
precaution
to
take
a
liberal
atop and think; and with the old it is of money in his campaign, did not ha, e
dose of “L.F.” Atwood’s Medicine,
H o u lto n ,
M aln~
positive cruelty not to do so. It is it to lavish, it is said. Not only has he
A few doses of this reliable old
Piobate
matters
have
Special
down hill, remember; a hill with steep worked and found wisdom in the af family remedy will ward off many
Attention
atony paths, and at its foot there is on fairs intimately touching the concerns colds and sore__throats, with their
ly a grave. Don’t by impatient words of this country, but is recognized as consequent loss of time and income.
DR. F. 0. ORCUTT
y
and looks push them along its precipi one o f the ablest members of the Sen Its regular use will keep your sys
y
tem in excellent condition, and lees
KEEP
YOUR
SHOES
NEAT
D E N T IS T
tous ways; don’t bruise their weary ate committee on foreign relations,
y
energy will be wasted fightingdisease.
V
Fogg B lo ck
THE BIG VALUE PACKAGES
feet with rocks of ridicule and uncall and so is thoroughly equipped for the The true ‘ 4L. F. ” is absolutly * safe and
y
V
y
ed-for Jest; don’t glaze that downward duties of the position in which, if he will benefit every mem
L IQ U ID A N D CAKE
y
slope with the Ice of Indifference; and lives, we believe he will be placed by ber of the family. We
y
DR. W. B. ROBEN
Also Pastes and Liquids— for Black, Tan, Ox-Blood and Dark
y
are constantly hearing
Brown Shoes
above all. don’t hang on every bush the vote of a large majority.
O
S
T
E O P A T H IC P H Y S IC IA N
y
of cases where three
THE F. F. DALLEY CORPORATIONS LTD.,
BUFFALO. N. Y
and boulder placards of their own de
This so-called leaderless convention generations have used
S uite 13 & 14 M a n su r B lo ck
terioration. It Is not necessary to re also selected as its candidate for the it continuously for all
T e l. 156
H o u lto n , M aine
mind them that they have left their vice-presidency, a man of Presidential disorders of ^he stom
prime and strength behind.
They calibre, a national figure by reason of ach, liver, etc. Buy a
know It; none to well.
the superb courage and clear vision bottle from your deal
er today, 60 doses for
with which in a crisis, fundamental in 60c.
“L.F.” Medicine
T H E C A LIF O R N IA M ETROPOLIS j lt8 effect on our institutions, he did
Co., Portland, Me.
Great Is Los Angeles. Ranked as j _ _ _ _ _ _ _
our seventeeth city in 1910,, the ambi-1
tlous and hustling metropolis of south-!
era California at one leap goes ahead
of 8an Francisco in population, out
grows New Orleans, Cincinnati, Wash
, D
__________
ington and other sizable cities, and be
comes the biggest town in the west
[X c g g T L A M P j
era half of the United States. In the
last ten years Los Angeles has almost
doubled In population, gaining 256.

task of peace

g" "

reconstruction

is this

la ' d ot ours l3 t0 be placed in
ly aroused national interest in ocean
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T E A ’is good tea

DR. JOHN 0. WILLEY
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J
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WHITE SHOE DRESSIN0
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The T R A N S - C A N A D A L IM IT E D

800, as compared with San Francisco s
Increase of 97,000.
Several causes have conspire 1 to
lu ing about this result. The location
o f the southern city Is fourtunate both
as to climate and with respect to com
mercial relations with the surrounding
country. With the appreciation of ad
vertising values characteristic of the
shrewd promoter, the city has taken
advantage of every opportunity to en
large its area. Originally it covered
?6 square miles, an area stetching
three miles in each direction from the
old piazza. Today the area is 351
square miles. W ith plucky determin
ation the city set out to become a
great port, and the addition of the
“ shoe-string strip” reaching from the
town to the ocean and including the
ports of San Pedro and Wilmington,
afforded the opportunity. The harbor
municipally owned and controlled, is
guarded by a breakwater constructed
by the federal government. Then, al
so, the city is located on the Shortest
road by the lowest grades between the
tw o oceans, and the opening of the
Panam a cancal spelled for it an op
portunity which California energy
could not miss. W ith four trans-conaental railroad systems and an electric
system that Is a wonder in eastern
eyes, covering for more than 1000
miles of track and Including some lines
w ith four tracks; with its great busi
ness In fruits and its co-operattve sys
tem o f distribution and with its intisnate relations with the development
o f the motion picture Industry, this
city, which, today halls exultantly the
yesu.lt of the census, seems to have

A

Use goo djudgment
in meeting the high
cost o r living
Coffee prices are V a y up
Postum sel-s at the same
fair price -If iy n o t drink

N e w D a i l y - A ll - S le e p i n g - G ^ r T r a in

Making the fastest time between
terminals of any transcontinental train
in America, and saving a business day
in reaching Winnipeg and the cities to
the Pacific Coast.

Lim ited to Sleeping-Car Passengers only
(Exr.ei t parlor-car passengers between Montreal and Ottawa!

To purchase sloeping-car space, apply to any agent of the

C A N A D I A N

In s t a n t
Po st u m
Instead o f co ffe e
as many are doin^

A table beverage o f cofleelike flavor.
Better for health-At lower cost

Fort W illiam in 30 hours, Winnipeg
in 41, Regina in 51, Calgary in 65, and
Vancouver in 92 hours.
Leaves Montreal (Windsor St.) at
5.00 p.m. daily, and Toronto at 9.00
p.m. daily. (Eastern Standard Time.)

HOTEL VA N C O U V E R .

P A C I F I C

W H E R E TO S TA Y
En route to the Pacific Coast you
should stay at Canadian Pacific
hotels. There is no better standard
of hotel accommodation in Canada.
Besides the city hotels pictured
below, which are open all the year
round, there are others that appeal
to holiday travellers picturesquely
situated in the magnificent Cana
dian Pacific Rockies—at Banff,
Lake Louise, Emerald Lake, Glacier
and Sicamous.

R A I L W A Y

fA U J S E R - C A LG A R Y

S o ld b y G rocersE veryw h ere
Made by Postum Cereal Co..Battle Creek, Mich.
E M P R E S S HOTELV IC TO R IA
BBS

ROYAL ^ALEXANDRA" WINNIPEG '

PLACE VIGER* MONTREAL
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who was outside his home during
church hours. When I arrested Roland
he resisted and I had to shoot him.”
F rct Baptist
B m. M r. Jaeldns, Pastor.
The church on Tangier Island is
M a w ta g sarrlce at 10.30 A. M*.
everything. The islanders, who belong
Sanday school at 12.00 M.
to it, and they are said to number
Y aoag People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. about 900 out of the total population,
B v en lp f service at 7.00 P. M.
render to it the Biblical tithe of 10
Special m ask by choir.
percent on all their incomes, and these
Choir practice Monday nights.
are by no means small, for what with
a il m cordially Invited to come and the fish and the crabs and the oysters
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins.
and clams, which everybody catches
Tuesday night church prayer and and sells over at Crisfleld, the Tanpraise Service.
gierites make a very fair living.
C hurch o f the Good Shepherd
|
Discovered by Capt. John Sm ith

OWRCH SERVICES

Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector

j

Tangier lies 12 miles out in Chesa-

Sunday Services
|peake Bay from Crisfleld. While CrisHoly Communion at 8 a. m.
j field is in Maryland, Tangier is in Vir
Also on the first Sunday in the ginia waters.
month at 10.30
Capt John Smith, who first made
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
that name famous by his affair with
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7 ^
the lovely Indian maiden, discovered
Sunday School at noon

the place in 1607 and wrote about it
in his journal.

First Baptist
Court St.
Rev. Henry C. Speeq, pastor.
10.80 morning worship with sermon.
12.00 Bible 8chool with classes for
men and women.
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor.
7.00 gospel song, service and sermon.
8.00 Afterm eeting.
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week
prayer service.
Choir rehearsal each Tuesday even
ing at the close o f the regular prayer
meeting.

It was not until 1650 that it became
a human habitation. Two fiishermen
named Elzey and Revel found that the
waters abounded in sea food, and they
with their families moved over from
the mainland, shortly to be followed
by others.

The old names still persist, because
there has never been much new blood
Introduced into Tangier. There are
still the Crocketts, one of whom is the
present Mayor; the Thomases, from
which strain came Joshua Thomas, the
First Congregational
prophet and the most famous man who
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
ever lived in Tangier; the Tylers, the
Morning service at 10.30.
Evanses and the Parks, of which
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. Bible
young Roland the protagonist in the
classes fo r men and women.
present affair is decended.

When asked why, she said, ‘‘W hy’ ; pie should have some innocent recreshe hasn’t any clothes on to speak of. i ation. I understand one of my predeShe might as well be up there naked.” eessors tried to have a howling alley
The girl was wearing a very moderate established for the men, hue he faded
in his efforts.”
ly cut evening gown.
“ How did you like it,” the Tangier
It has been told here that there
husband was asked. “ W ell I ’d rather isn’t an automobile or a horse on
hear the old songs of Zion any day,” Tangier. For that matter, the only
he said, “ And when I saw that girl I useful animals recorded as living on
the island are two cows. Their own
had to go hide behind the organ.”
ers get 25 cents a quart for milk.
No C u rta in s D ra w n
Most children are raised on the con
There are parlor organs in most of
densed article.
the frame homes of Tangier Island,
Looked at from any angle, Tangier
but the only other musical instrument
is as queer a place as may be found
they say is a phonograph which is in
in America. It seems always to bear
W alters’ ice cream parlor, down near
in mind that epitaph which old Joshua
the dock. This is supposed by the El
Thomas the Prophet caused to be plac
ders to be a gay place, for it has
ed on his tomb:
worldly music and the young folks
Come all my friends as you pass by,
sometimes smile when they eat ice
Behold the place where I do lie,
cream or drink pop of an early eve
As you are are now. so once was I,
Remember you were born to die.
ning down at Walters.
Yet
with this sentiment and with a
Naturally there are no cabarets and
there isn’t any liquor, even of tin1|sincere religious feeling predominant
corn variety, at present, although the fisherfolk used to wage bitter
they do say there are those who occa- j feuds with those of Smith’s Island a
sionally reach a hooker when they j short distance off and several men on
can achieve one.
A Japanese ship ' both sides were shot to death.
ary, and it had a considerably quanti-1 They are odd, but they are earnest.
ary, and it had a considerable guanto- ! They are living the way the majority
ty of hooch aboard. The gossips say j of them want to live, and they cannot
there was a fairish bit of secret back- j see where it is anybody’s business how
sliding done at that time.
: they live. Perhaps it isn’t.

PAGE THREE
if it was alive
has a chance to try the case all over
I: was.
again.
He said lie would not bond his clerk
When a carpenter makes a mistake
because he ihougiu he was honest.
it’s just what he expected.
He wasn't.
When a doctor makes a mistake he
buries it.
M ista ke s and Come-backs.— When
When a preacher makes a mistake
the plumber makes a mistake he nobody knows the difference.
charges twice for it.
But when an editor makes a mistake
When a lawyer makes a mistake he — good night.

Y our De a l e r
Sells Th is Package

one

:

po u n d

F. L. JONES CO

PIC-N IC

Walking down the street of an eve- j
TRAGEDIES
ning, one is surprised to find that all j
the parlors are illuminated.
There j He stepped on the trestle to see if
are no drawn curtains in the homes of |he could beat the train to the crossing.
the righteous.
j He couldn’t.
It is a rule of the church that there j He struck a match to see if his gas
shall be nothing secret from neighbors’ j oline tank was empty.
eyes. But the town is dark and asleep 1 It wasn’t.
at 8.30 or 9, save on Saturday evenings } He patted a strange bulldog on the
when the boys and girls stroll hand-in |head to see if the critter was affec
Young Peoples meeting at 6.15 p. m.
hand a little later.
^tionate.
Religion
T
h
e
ir
W
hole
Life
Evening service at 7 p. m.
He wasn't.
Prayer m eeting Tuesday evening at
The islanders are strong, sturdy
C ards U n kn o w n
j
He looked down the barrel of a gun
men and women; most of them are of
7.30.
t
The Islanders, in the main, do not to see if it was loaded.
at least of average intelligence, and know what playing cards are, nor dice,
Methodist Episcopal
It was.
Corner School and Military Streets. many of them above that. The lads nor craps.
Curiously, there are no
He touched on electric wire to see
are sailormen and fishermen, who negroes in the colony, either. Tangier
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
10.80 a. m Public Worship with sermon rank well with the hardy ones of has a color line, and the negroes do
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ Gloucester, and the women are cooks not even visit it.
ised and Graded Classes fer all.
and housekeepers extraordinary, as
There is a quaint dialect, or at least
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting.
one
may attest who has visited their a quaint accentuation, in vogue here.
3.00 p. m. Preparatory Members Class.
0.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting homes.
It is a combination of the soft, slurring !
Fresh - Crispy - Flaky - Try Today!
under the auspices of tbe Epworth
They have the old-time religion, with semi-negroid speech of the South with
So altogether good — they fairly melt in your mouth.
League.
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service a blazing hell and an everlasting dam the high, nasal twang of the moun
Dealers supplied by wholesale grocers at
nation, and pleasure, amusement, en taineer breed.
'
j
with
vested
chorus
choir
Presque Isle - Bangor or Portland, Me.
How
it
hurtr,
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every tertainment has no part in their life
In either the front yard, facing tin1
s tin g s ami
.
Tuesday evening.
at all. They don’t belive in that sort street, or the back yard of almost j
F . L . J o n es C o„ —
Cracker Bakers 100 years
Bangor, Me.
W hat wouldn’ t
v do
Christian Science
of thing. If you want to you may, but every house on Tangier Island is the
to g e t rid o f it and en
Sunday Service
at Presbyterian not the folk of Tangier,
family burying ground.
j
jo y p e r fe c t fo o t ease!
Church, 11 A . M.
H e r e is in s ta n t r e lie f.
j Old Johua Thomas, the prophet, apFrom the bay good-sized canals have 1
FIR ST CH UR CH OF H O U LTO N
pears to have been largely responsi- been cut through the swampy edges of j
f^ U R Y F O O Y
Unitarian
l ble for this. His memory to this day the island at regular intervals, and j
M ilitary Street at Kelleran
is almost worshipped.
from these canals still smaller inlets,
A wonderful yet simple r -..o
remedy which relieves you in
Preaching Service regularly every
Joshua, the old history tells one, was ranging dow to about 10 feet in width ;
Delicious shortcake, golden brown,
stantly of pain, removes tho
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
born in Virginia in 1776, of a soldier have been run right up to the back j
topped with plump strawberries end
cause of the bunion, and thus the u g ly
In March cm the 7th and 21st.
deformity disappears—rffl this while
and a schoolteacher mother, and emi yards of most of the residences.
j
whipped cream! D o w good it testes!
you wear as tight uhoeo as ever.
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00 grated early after his religious train
Thus a man or woman going shop- j
It was made just right with
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
■
■ 1* * i l * fc’
Of Fairying to Tangier.
ping frequently paddles right from the j
foot today. If not satisfied, return
114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W
and get your money back.
back door in a skiff and shoves up to
N ot F a ir to Gaze Upon
the back door of the store.
O. F. F R E N C H & SON
Despite the nearness to Crisfleld, a
.
Cor.
C o u rt & M ain S trs.
Am azed a t P u b lic ity
branch terminus of the New York,
|Philadelphia & Norfolk Railroad, TanThey are a serious folk, these of
|gier is a difficult place to get at. Tangier Island, and yet quietly cour
Thu queer colony of about 1200 men
Guaranteed to Test 9 9 u » % Pure
j When fair weather prevails a mail teous and cordial. Since the shooting
and women, descendants from pioneers
T k i . is only one o f the meny ways xn wkick
boat runs over every day or so. but of young Roland Parks there have been
who date hack to the adventurous
S
P Cream o f T a rta r lias given (plendid
i when the bay kicks up there is no rather more visitors than usual. The
days of Capt. John Smith of Pocohon
remlta for year*. Prepared from grape*. Tke
transportation to be had.
influx of newspaper writers has sur
beat leevener in grandmother • day, tbe beat
taa fam e, In the 1600s, is disturbed as
leavener now.
It is not fair to gaze upon, approach prised the natives and in some cases
It nevr has been before.
ing from the stretch of bay, The first offended them.
A c h e s , pains, n ervou sn ess, diffi
Your groter unit gImdlp tu } $ lt gtu
Shall tbe church prevail, as it al- j
thing that greets the eye are huge
Twenty-five Tangier lads fought for c u lty in u rin a t in g , often m ean
A
Simple,
Coe!
Drink
w ays baa since first the Island was
mountains of oyster shells along the their country and one of them rests in eerio u s disorders. T h e w o r ld ’s
T on Can Make in a
Jiffy
aattled, nearly 300 years ago, or shall |
sta n d a rd rem ed y for kidney, liver,
shore. The island is low. and a good France.
Put an even teaspoonful
tbe world, the flesh and the devil be- i
of
S.
&
P. Cream of
b
la
d
d
e
r
and
uric
acid
trou
bles—
part of its three miles of length and
Curiously, in view of the general sit
Tartar in a glass of
g|n a belated rule?
j three-quarter mile of width is made up uation in Tangier, the minister is the
ccid water. Add a little
lemon juice, sweeten to
This is the question the Tangierites , of swamp. But the church, freshly man who seems most strongly in fav
taste;
then
stir.
A
healthful
and Invigorat
believe they are facing, and it w ill be j painted, soon looms up like a beacon. or of some sort of recreation. He is
ing beverage.
determined, they think, over at Acco- It is always being painted.
Rev. W. F. Goodwin, who was preach
moc, on the Virginia mainland, when
The church is close to the rickety ing his first sermon the day young
Capt. Charley Connorton, the island’s old wooden landing stage. Passing be- Parks was shot by Capt. Charley. Mr.
toting quick relief and often ward off
constable and solitary police officer, yound it one comes at once to the Goodwin had just arrived from Disd ead ly diseases. K now n as the national
will be placed on trial for felonious as street without a name. This is liter hovelle, Md.
! asm edy of H olland for more than 200
A ll druggists, in three sizes.
BO STO N
Ha l i f a x
sault.
ally just eight feet wide. And why
“ It was very regrettable,” ho said, j years.
for
tho
name
Gold
Medal
on
ertry
box
should it be wider, the Tangierites “ and I am glad the boy is recovering, j
In Church or Out of 8ight
and accept no imitation
Personally, I do not think he was do- j
A a most of the country knows by this would like to know?
There is not an automobile, natural ing any harm. I think tho young peotime, Capt. Charley shot and almost
killed Roland Parks, a lad of 17, be- ly, on Tangier, There is not even a
canae Roland w as disobeying an is horse. There isn’t a wagon.
N O T IC E TO C O N T R A C T O R S
And so there is Just room enough in S ta te H ig h w a y B rid g e C o n s tru c tio n
land ordinance, which holds that
Scaled proposals addressed to tho
everybody must either be In church the street, which is a streak of mud
w hile services are being held, or must in Spring and a streak of dust in Sum State Highway Commission, Augusta.
Maine, for building the following rein
keep out of sight, neither appearing mer, for folks to comfortably pass. forced concrete Bridges:
in the single street which bisects th Throughout its length it is lined by the
The Boynton and Estey Bridge in
island, nor on a porch, nor at a win- oldfashioned type of wooden picket the Town of Whiting, Washington
doer, nor at any other place where one fences. These are kept whitewashed. County, Maine.
The Pleasant River Bridge in the
la visible, Roland was on his brother’s Shade trees, mostly maples, droop Town of Columbia Falls, Washington
their boughs over these fences and County, Maine.
porch.
The Webster Brook Bridge in the
It Capt. Charley Is convicted, the an- sometimes make an arch across the
ciOttte of the Island believe, it will little highway. In Summer this must Town of Crystal, Aroostook County.
Maine.
m ean that the church is losing its be delightful.
The Gagnon Bridge in the Town of
grip, because, they contend, he was
Frenchvilie. Aroostook County, Maine.
C hildre n Don’t Know How to Play
Each endorsed with the name of the
m m d y enforcing a law of man and
To the visitors observing Tangier for mission at its office in the State House,
Q q t Everybody shibuld be at church
the first time, there seems something bridge, wljl be received by the Comor decently hidden, must of the old
strange about the children. Then he Augusta, Maine, until 10.45 a. m.
tim ers believe elncercly, when church
realizes that the strange thing is that Standard Time, Wednesday, June 23,
1920, and at that time and place pub
le In session.
they are not play.
licly opened and read.
If, C ap t Charley la acquitted, on the
‘‘Oh yes, they play,” said a shop
Each proposal must be made upon a
ether hand, the Parke fam ily, who
keeper to one wo Inquired about this, blank form provided by the Commis- j
num ber perhaps one hundred, and
sion, for copy of which one dollar will j
‘‘but they generally play church.”
be required, and must be accompanied j
some other Islanders who sympathize
There is no baseball club on the is by a certified check for 10% of the
w ith them, w ill w ant to know if can*
land. There not a baseball diamond, amount bid, payable to the Treasurer !
stnMee can continue to go around
however rude.
One doubts if there of the State of Maine. The certified !
fifQfRAtf np folks who are decent, qui
check will be returned to all bidders
Is a baseball, even, or a bat. None
unless retained under the conditions
et and orderly, even if they are not in
was In evidence.
stipulated.
eharah, H a t not the time come, they
A surety company bond satisfactory
There are no movies, of course.
fo r a little common sense to
to the Commission, of one-half of tho
Their views of entertainment may amount of the contract, will be requir
be mined np with religion?
be guessed by this Incident. A few ed. Plans may be examined and copy
Beth Bides of the Case
is “ our kitchen.” We are proud of it and we keep it spotlessly
of specifications and contract may be
evenings ago a Crisfleld church had a
obtained at the office of the Commis
t h e boy fortunately Is out of danger
clean. That is one of the factors that helps to make William
muslcale for some charity or other. A sion, Augusta, Maine.
H e le now w alking about, although
Tell the good flour that it is.
The right is reserved to reject any
noted Philadelphia organist came
Capt. Charley’s bullet went through
down to play, and a young woman Or all proposals.
the low er tip of hie lung, passed out of
W IL L IA M M. AYER.
[
We know that you would delight in this big clean mill, ana
choir singer rendered some operatic
Chairman !
his back and then splintered a clap
you’d
pronounce it a fitting home for a fine flour like William
selections. A man and his wife from
P H IL L IP J. DEERING
I
board of his father's home.
Tangier were Induced to attend.
Tell.
F R A N K A. PEABODY,
j
Down the street— there is only one
State Highway Commission i
I can’t stay here where that outra
P A U L D. SARGENT,
!
and it is only eight feet wide— Capt.
Dust proof machines scour and grind the wheat, and the flour
geous woman is,” explained the wife 323
Chief Engineer
Charley, free on |2600 ball, w as on his
shortly after the concert began. Dated at Augusta, Maine, June 2, 1920
is then sifted through finest silk, put into clean, new sacks and

Strawberry Shortcake

FREE TRIAL—Get abox

Stickney

Creamof Tartar

SHALL THE DEVIL

ROLE TANGIER?

Poor's

" SLOW
DEATH

GOLDMEDAL

Stickney & Poor Spice Co.

Your kitchen is your pride. You want it
bright and clean and shining. Our big
mill where we make

William Tell
Flour

huge* whltewashlnk his picket fence
a Job which yesterday and toady seem
ed to be epidemic on Tangier Island.
In a nutshell, the contentions of the
tw o are these:
Bduland Parks says: “I wasn’t do
in g anything wrong. 1 was willing to
go ilp n g with OapL Charley If he want
ed i d arrest md add my father and
mealier and brothers offered then and
tbtpe to 'pa^^iim tasy fine, but he got
« x # M and shot me.”
m g a s my duty,
», to arrest anybody

sealed.

It’s a Tablet—NOT a Powder
No Fussing— No Bad Taste.

BALLAl’S

Take no others
Free Samples by Mail

Be Sure to Call for

GOLDEN
HEADACHE

TAMS

Ballard’s Golden Oil Co.
Old Town, Maine

No human hand touches William Tell Flour until you open the
sack in your kitchen.
Make sure of getting this fine, clean,
pure flour. Tell your grocer— William Tell
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MAINE WOMAN HAS
GAINED 29 POUNDS
When 8h« Began Taking Tanlac W at
Almoat a Narvoua Wrack— In
Perfect Health Now

Latin Scientific Course

class of 1920 and were purported to be
in celebration of the 15th anniversary
of its graduation and as each postal
was read it showed that the predic
tions made for the members of the
class had in many cases come true.
Musical selections by members of
the class and a quartet by the young
ladieB of the Junior class added much
to the enjoyment of the program.
From start to finish the exercises
went along without a hitch, one of the
pleasing features of the program was
the presentation to the Bchool from the
class a life sized picture of Abraham
Lincoln, the presentation speech being
made by Lewis J. Iott to which Princi
pal Perkins responded briefly.
Bernard Archibald chairman of the
school board presented the diplomas.
In a short speech he told the members
of the class that “the object of educa
tion was complete living, and having
received from the hands of the com
munity in which they lived, without
distinction of religion creed or color,
the opportunity to make themselves
successful through the education re
ceived here.” He reminded the class
that they in turn should give freely o f '
their talents to the community in
which they lived for all that was good
and useful.
The program:
Overture
Bryson’s Orchestra
March
Class
(Marshall, Lloyd Berrie)
Prayer
Rev. E. C. Jenkins
Anchored
High School Chorus
Salutatory: Maine, the Vacation Land
of the East Dorothy Helen Hatfield
Address: History of Athletics
William Joseph Whited

“When I began taking Tanlac three
montha ago I was a nervoua wreck and
weighed only 104 pounds, but I now
weigh 133 pounds and have never felt
better in my life, was the remarkable
statement .made by Mrs. Bethel ,RLeonard, 3 Wilmot street, Portland,
Maine, while discussing the merits of
the medicine a few evenings ago.
“Could, alt here all night,” *he added,
“and tftSf'ftfcout the gdod Tanlac has
done Bi# said then not tell it all. Five
years ago I commenced suffering from
what was called a complication of
trobulea, but as no one seemed to un?
derstand my case or know what to do
for me. I kept going down hill.
I
spent some time in a hospital, was
.under special treatment for two years
and did everything possible, but I kept
getting worse. My nerves troubled
me more than anything else, and it
was almost impossible for me to get
any sleep at all, for I would just roll
and toss from one side of the bed to
the other all night long and if I did
happen to drop off to sleep I would
wake up with a start almost frighten
ed to death. Why, even the ringing
of the front door bell so completely
upset me I had to have it taken off.
and there were days when the talking
and noise around the house would al
most drive me distracted. My appe
tite was extremely poor, and I did not
eat enough it would peem for a baby
Vocal Trio: Absent
— a slice Of toast and cup of tea being
Misses McIntyre. Yerxa, Barrett
a hearty meal for me at any time. It
Essay: The Birds of Maine
had been five years since I have been
Elva Marie Tompkins
able to do my housework, for it was
all I could do to even walk across the Class Oration: Finiinus Coepturi
Leland Lewis MacDonald
floor or stand on my feet. I had terri
ble palps all over my body all the time Quartet: Forget-Me-Not
Misses Thompson, Berry, Hackett,
and sometimes these pains were so
Hagerman
bad it seemed like every bone in my
body was splitting in two, and my Presentation of Gifts
head would ache so I thought lost of
Virginia Frances Me Loon
times It would burst open.
and Lewis John Iott
“I decided to try Tanlac after seeing
The Evening Wind
#
where it was benefltting so many
High School Chorus
other people, and to my joy I began to
Class Prophecy
Anna Lois Ilovey
improve on the very first bottle.
I
and Josephine Avory Munro
have taken six bottles in all and the
benefits I have received are more than Solo: The Barefoot Trail
Philip Francis Dempsey
remarkable. My nerves are in such

perfect condition I can hardly believe Valedictory: Benefits of a High School
Education
Beatrice Howie Curry
I am the same person. Why, just the
other night I chaperoned 200 school Conferring of Diplomas
children and the noise made by them Class Ode
Class 1920
never disturbed me in the least. I|
Benediction
have had the front door bell put back j
arid you could ring it off without its j President. Louis John Iott
upsettiag me, and sleep? Why I can j Vice-President, Anna Lois Ilovev
Treasurer, Bernard John MeCluskcy
sleep the whole night through without

j conduct is not in keeping with the
j work which American business is supi porting in this Country, we shall bring A u to G oggles and D riv in g Glasses at B uy H and M ounted E lk s T e e th a t
Osgood's and save $10.00 each
Osgood’s.
the matter to the attention of the
American public that they may mark
W a n te d postio n as c le rk by a young F o r Sale lo t on S p rin g s tre e t 5 rods
the man who, through his misconduct
man. Apply to Times Office.
tf
on street 8 rods deep.
Apply to
is destroying the good name of Ameri
Lewis Dalton.
'
ca and the opportunity of our mer W anted B o a rd ing heme fo r boy o f 5
years. W rite Box 515, Caribou.
B u y Osgood's H and Made W edding
chants in the foreign field.”
Rings and get what you pay for.
Mr. Lee described specific instances F o r Sale— T w o Jersey Cows, fo r p a r
ticulars inquire of Martin Lavvlis,
in which misleading or fraudulent ad
Tel. 69-M
25 W a n te d a g ir l f o r G eneral K itc h e n
vertising had been stopped overseas.
work. Apply to Matron Aroostook
Hospital.
Dealing with advertising from a W anted Free Home on F a rm fo r Boy
of 11 years, place where he can as
woman’s point of view, Mrs. Christine
sist with light chores. W rite Box. F o u r R e p a ir m en a t O sgod’s are busy
515, Caribou.
Frederick of Ne wYork City suggested
every minute. There is a reason.
a capaign to advertise advertising to
®lackam,th sh°P on Main stre e t, | Coupons fo r ty p e w rite r s rib b o n s may
I the consumers and she quoted statis
Bridgewater, Maine, I will sell o r ! be exchanged at the TIMES office
tics to show that most of these con
rent my shop or hire a man. good
for any machine.
wages for right man. Geo. K. Da
i' sumers are women,
vidson.
225 B e g in n in g June 1st, O sgood's J e w e lry
j Mrs. Frederick suggested the prepaStore will remain open evenings
i ration of an unacademic booklet in- W ill th e person w ho fo u n d A u to m o b ile
to accommodate those who work
Plate
No.
19436
please
return
same
! forming the consumer of the economic
during daytime.
to the Times office or call here and
! advantages of the advetised product,
get the other one, as it is a violation
j with charts showing that advertising
of the law to use one.
125 S u b s c rip tio n s fo r an y M agazine o r
Newspaper may be left at the
reduces living costs and lectures to,
H ousekeeper w a n te d in a w id o w e r’s
TIMES Office, where the lowest
: create good will for advertising on the
family of two. No children. Mod
price can be obtained.
; part of the public.
ern conveniences ami one capable
of looking after a moderate sized
'
“There is need of a woman's view
house. Apply to W, Times office tf A valued s u b s c rib e r says “ E ve ry
point in the actual handling of adver
time that I have used these columns
for selling articles, they have been
tising copy of many products used in W a n te d Office G irl w ith K now ledge of
successful.” Try them.
bookkeeping and stenography, where
the home." continued Mrs. Frederick.
interest
in
the
work
will
he
recog
“The plain woman consumer wants
nized as well as service. Address in T y p e w r ite r R ibbons f o r a ll m achines
real facts and common sense and you
own handwriting Box 447, Houlton.
as well as Carbon Paper made by
must not antagonize her psychology
Maine.
Webster— There’s none better Call
or send to TIMES O'fflce.
Do not show me pictures of women

CLASSIFIED ADS

Ralph Scott Blake
Fred Alton Blethen
Ralph Matthew Burns
Marlon Etta Fairley
Marion Bernice Hamilton
Frederick William Harrison
Edward Francis Hogan
Anna Lois Hovey
Ralph Melville Hutchinson
Hlilus Lyons Ingraham
Paul Lawler
Leland Lewis Mac1Donald
Floyd Chester MeOary
Virginia Frances MoLoon
J. Frederick Meagher
Frank Henry Michou
Josephine Avory Munro
Bonnlynn Dare VanTasel
Helen Augusta Yerxa
General Course

Ella Barrett
James .Joseph Beloungy
Lloyd Harvey Berrie
Frances »'rowe
Beryl Currie
Philip Francis Dempsey
Marion Irene Dobbins
t'amilla Gertrude Downie
Jerome Richardson Ervin
Stella May Gosman
Tressa Scott Harbison
Marion Elizabeth lnghram
L^uis John Iott
Clarence Daniel Libby
Bernard John MeCluskey
William George O'Donnell
Isabel Mary Plant
Margaret Ellen Roach
Guy Frederick Smith
Ralpli Everett Tozier
Ava Grace Victory
William Joseph Whited
.losei'h Samuel W h i t t i e r
Bessie Alta Wiggin
Co mmercial

painting pantry shelves attired in eve
ning gowns or using a washing ma
chine in a reception dress. You have
the wrong feminine psychology when
you show a picture of the goods being
used by a prettier woman than I am.
Like the eats we are. we say to our

Course

Jennie Franees Billing
Lillian loia Brooks
Bessie Leona Brown
Marion Oathryne Fowler
Dorothy Helen Hatfield
Bose Evelyn Hernore
Phyllis Beatrice Irvine
Winifred Alice MeQuade
Madeline Anna Peabody
Eva Victoria Pearson
Elva Marie Tompkins

selves that if this impossible French
doll were to tuck up her elotln s and
actually use the device

The splendid exercises of the H. H.
3. graduating class took place Friday
froenoon at the Temple Theatre and
every seat in the large auditorium was
flleed while many were obliged to

en smile.

atand.
The class of 1920 was so large and
so large a number of friends wished to
attend the exercises that the school
auditorium was inadequate to care for
them so the Temple Theatre through
the courtesy of Mgr. Churchill was
made available for the event.
Bryson’s orchestra furnished music
while the large crowd was being seat
ed, promptly at 10.15 o’clock the class
Marshalled by Lloyd Berrie marched
to the seats reserved for them, which
w as followed by a program by Rev. E.

tificial. manicured mannikin.
plea

URGES TRUTHFULNESS
IN ALL ADVERTISING

The presentation of gifts was made
by Virginia Frances McLoon and Lew
is John Iott and created much merri
ment aa the various gifts seemed in
most cases aptly appropriate.
The
gifts cams from an old treasure chest
hmrlsd by Capt. Kidd” and found
many years hence by “Jack” Iott who
utilised the contents as the gifts for
lb s 1910 Glass.

human

“ W o should .strive to make America
known as a sale place in which to
shop,” declared Richard H.
Lee
of

Notice

In in a t t e r
( 'lin rle- S

LEIGHTON

&

FEELEY

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

present method of conducting their
business. Above till we should strive

For Sale on Foxcr of t road 1 mi l e f rom
Square S room house, large shod,
to he truthful in our description of the
stable, 2, ,-lores of land, good orchard.
product so that there may he no dis
Apply to MRS. M. A ADAIR, Tele
appointment upon its arrival.
phone 2,15-25.
.'122,p

11.

right.

tJW e call fo r and d eliv er your w ork fre e

5

Houlton Steam Vulcanizing Co.

|

Poon e 361-M

^

R ea r Th om as' B arber Shop

Creditors

Di vi si on of the
In B a n l xriipf c.v.

or
Gr a\
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o ’clock
the
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which
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,v
h a n k r u p f , amt t r.ims a c t sueh
other
husiiness a s m a y pi
before
' erl y come

12:,li

Referee

in

Bankruptcy.

cle supplies and we also guarantee
our bicycle tires.
The only place
this side, of Portland that repairs
single tube tires.
Houlton Steam
Vulcanizing Company, Phone 361-M.

W a n te d — Men

and

W om en

fo r

W a n t e d deal ers to supply me w ith po
tatoes for potato chips and for other
purposes
Want good dry ones and
shipped good and sound only. Semi
prices and terms in tirst response.
.1 A. Phillips. 209 High St.. East
Dedham. .Mass.
523

W a n te d

P ro te s ta n t

W om an

betw een

40 and 45 years old for general
housework in family of two. all mod
ern convenience's including washing
machine.
Must he a good plain
cook and make good bread. W a g e s
.$10.00 a week. No. 963 Washington
St.. Canton, .Mass.
722p

Furnace T h at Does Away w ith
the Wood-box and Coal-hod N uisance
A Wonderful New Heater which for
Economy of Operation and Powerful
Efficient Heating Service is Unequalled

One-Pipe
F urnace

T h e StewarT

THIS NEW FURNACE, which is doing such wonderful work and meeting with such a
tremendous sale all over the Static is the result of S7 years’ stove and furnace-making
experience.
WONDER

It’s very simply, very practical. VERY POWERFUL-—in fact, it really is a
FOR HEATING and for SAYING

FUEL

Farm Homes, Too, Can
Install This Furnace

C O LD ^A IR

Big Bargains in Sizes 2 1-2 and

II is so constructed that no heat can escape
into the cellar, and there art' no long pipes to

L o w and high shoes.

Extra good quality

radiate heat

it

has just

one two-part register.

W a lk -O v e r and LaF ran ce

one short

pipe and

A L L of the heat is de

livered into the rooms where it is wanted and tin'
cellar remains cool

$ 1.98

thus insuring safe storage

for foodstuffs.
Burns WOOD or Coal and LESS of either than

W ill w ea r as w ell as any $10 or $12 shoes

stoves or ordinary furnaces.

Will actually SAVE

ONE-THIRD to ONE-HALF on fuel and

m ade now

HEAT

your home BETTER.

Palmer's Shoe Store

- - E A S Y to install— can usually be done in one
day.

EASY to operate— and it does away with

dust, dirt, wood-boxes and coal-hods in the home.
Sectional view of STEWART One Pipe

- Price and Terms EASY.

Come an see.

Furnace, Showing Circulation of Heat.

Hamilton & Grant

spectators
‘
high owwar
r t ie heads of the

67

IL

A t

tendants, pupil nurses, and other
positions, at Bangor State Hospital
Bangor, Maine.
Permanent posi
tions. Good pay Apply to the Super
intendent.
819

F.The

({H a v e
i

o'

F or Sale Ten Room House in Best Loeality in town can he used for 2
families, hard wood Moor in every
room, nice hath room, hot and cold
water, electric lights, good
base
ment, also barn and hen house. Room
said meet ing.
tor 2 or 2, ears on barn floor and 2.
l ine 1.
1
1>a ted at 1l oi i ; ton. .11
Stalls in basement.
One acre of
K! 'W IN L VAIL.
ground.
For particulars Phone 262-

J

you r old tires rep a ired — First class w ors— Prices

Meeting

B■an krupt

“ W e should meet foreign conditions

^ C o m p lete line o f Accessories.

F ir s t

fo r tfio N o r t h e r n
tria t o f Ma i ne .

as far as possible.
W e should im
pose no unnecessary change in their

Equip your car with M ohaw ks and fo rg e t your

of

In the District Court of the T'nlted States

New York special counsel of the Ad
vertising Clubs, in discussing What
Shall America do to Hold Her World
Trade, at the 16th annual convention
of the iissoeiation.

Through the medium of the Associa

N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
Whereas. Benjamin Sprague, of Sil I f you are lo o k in g fo r a b a rg a in in sec
ver Ridge Plantation, in the County of
ond hand tires andtuhes call and see
Aroostook, and State of Maine, by his
what we are offering. Houlton Vtilmortgage deed dated the ninth day of „ canizing Company, Phone 361-M.
October, A. I)., 1919. and recorded in
the Aroostook Registry of Deeds. Vol.
M e rc h a n ts and P ro fe ssio n a l men do not
2,1.4, Page 456, conveyed to me, the un
have to buy coupon books for type
dersigned. a certain
parcel of real
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
estate situated in said Silver Ridge
the TIMES office as you need them
Plantation, described
as
follows:
Bounded on the east by the Molunkus
Valley Road, so-called, on the north W in d o w S igns, A u to m o b ile In itia ls ,
west and south by land of John St. ! trunk and traveling hags lettered,
promptly and neatly done. Apply
John, containing one acre more or less, j
to B. C. Roberts. Dream Theatre.
AND WHEREAS,
the condition of
20tf
said mortgage is brok >n. by reason
whereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of the
same, and give this notice for that G irls W a n te d fo r c lo th e s p in fa c to ry
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
purpose.
work. Inquire at office of Summit
P E A R L F G A LLISO N
Lumber Co., Houlton or write to
By his attorney:
above company at Davidson.
tf
Harry M. Briggs
Houlton. Maine. June 16th. 1920.

B ic y c le s : . W e c a rry a ll k in d s o f B ic y 

The elnaw prspHeoy was* in -tbe na»
tare of postal card shower which arriv
e d in tbs nick of time by the airplane

.ff mall Its appeargroked with applause, the
were addressed to Anna Lois
sad Josephine Avory Munro,
from each member of the

homely

who really buys your goods.''

Upon the stage were seated mem
bers of the school hoard the entire
teaching ataff of the H. H. S. and those j
of the class who were to take part in |
the execlses.

Each number of the program was
handed very nicely but the interest
seemed to centre on the presentation
of gifts and the class prophecy, num
bers that are pleating alike to the class
and the spectators.

for tile genuine

I make a

model, who looks more like (lie woman

C. Jenkins.

The honor parts on the program the |
Salutatory and the Valedictory b y !
Misses Dorothy Helen Hatfield and j
Beatrice Howie Currie were given in
a n easy pleasing manner. Miss Hat
field after extending a few words of
welcome to the school board, the fa
culty and to the citizens of the town,
had for her address “Maine the Vaca
tion Land of the East.” Miss Currie
paid a high tribute to the school offici
als and to the many warm friendships
made during the school days.

You advertisers have gone

mad on the pretty girl model, the a r 

^M O H A W K HE- |
troubles.

which

she is leering, she would lose her froz

ever waking up and some one has to j Class Motto: “Finimus Coepturi"
ted Advertising Clubs of the world
call me every morning.
The pains
Class Colors: Old Rose and (Lay
foreign nations have come to know
have all gone out of my body. I don’t
America as the land of truth-iu-adverClassical Course
know what it is to have a headache
tising.
Very shortly better business
Beatrice Howie Curry
and my appetite is so good I eat
bureaus
will he established in South
Helen Irene Esters
enough for two people and still I am
America. Australia and Great Britain.
Marlon ( ’. Hogan
hungry all the time. Tanlac has pro
Lois Boyden Kerr
Through these bureaus we may keep
ven a wonderful blessing to me.
Dawn Elaine McIntyre
an accurate check on the conduct of
Marguerite Theresa Paul
Tanlac is sold in Houltonby Munro’s
American merchants and when that
Katherine Mary Smalley
West End Drug Store, Island Falls by
S. R. Crabtree, Fort Kent by Stanley
Burrill. Littleton by L. F. Hall, Smyr W W W W V W W W V W W r t W W W W W J W w w ^ v w v x v w ^
na Mills by Clyde C. Brown.
(Adv.)

CUSS OF H. H. S. ’20
THE URGEST IN HISTORY

upon

CLASSIFIED ADS

C o m p a n y

Street

Houlton, Maine

i<*

J
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Mr. and Mrs. John E. Stephenson Slowly, but surely, the planes obeyed other than a person having legal su
B. E. Anderson left Monday evening
and two children of Butte, Mont., who the levers within 200 feet of the pervision of a public waya, deposit
for Boston where he has business.
Miss Dorothy Sawyer of Bangor is have been visiting his parents, Mr. j ground. The machine righted the en within or auong any ditch or drain in
the guest of the Misses Burleigh on and Mrs. Robert Stephenson left j gines again sent out their glad chug, a public way any material that shall
Tuesday on his return stopping en- j
obstruct the flow of water in such
Main Street.
chug, and gracefully the birdman in ditch or drain or otherwise obstruct
route at the Colby Centenial.
Geo. Cumming a student at BowHon. E. L. Cleveland left Thursday
M. B. Berman has purchased from his sky yacht glided down, accomplish- said way; provided, however, that with
Subscribers should bear in
doin returned Tuesday morning for the
via C. P. Ry. for Buffalo where he had
the
Pray estate the home on Leonard ! ing man’s greatest feat, flying upside the written consent and in accordance
summer vacation.
anliMLthat all subscriptions are
business.
St. occupied by Mrs. Pray and has en own, something that not even birds with specifications of the legal au
John Q. Adams returned home Sat
^payable In advance and the pathorities having supervision of such
gaged Contractor McNair to make
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Hagerman of
t^Nir will be discontinued at ex- Kingman were in town last week the urday from attending the G. A. R. some extensive Yepairs on same. can do.
ditch or drain, any person may to pro
Meeting in Augusta.
He gives an exhibition of marvelous vide egress and regress to and from
-^ration. Notice c l such expira guest of relatives.
When ready he will occupy it as a
L. J. Lancaster the popular public residence.
daring and skill, a demonstration of lands occupied by him, lawfully con
t io n will be sent out the First of
Mrs. G. W. Richards who has been
car drive has appeared on the street
stable
control of a flying machine nev struct and maintain a bridge across
visiting in Boston returned home
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Perkins leave
•each month .
with a new Ford car.
such ditch or drain.”
this Wednesday for their summer va er before seen in this country precar
Thursday morning.
There
will
be
dancing
at
Crescent
Commencing Saturday, May 15, 1920
cation going first to commencement at ious and hazardous, it is proclaimed
Albert K. Stetson editor of the Pio
-tha TIM ES office w ill dose at noon ! neer was confined to the house last Park on July 5th and 6th with good the University of Vermont and then by experts to be a scientific perform CENTENIAL CELEBRATION
music by “ Us Boys.”
•-•vary Saturday purine May, June,
to Burlington, Vt. They will return ance, absolutely devoid of reckless
week with a severe cold.
AT PORTLAND
.July and Auouat, In accordance with
Mrs. Charles H. Fogg is the guest about the first of September for the ness. The young aviator defies grav i
Clarence Yerxa and Geo. Russell ar
Celebrities of world-wide reputation
ttha usual custom of Banks and County
of Mr. and Mrs. Thos. F. Phair in opening of school.
ity.
rived home Friday from Bowdoin Col
have been invited to participate in the
Presque Isle for a week.
'Offices.
Domenjoz
is
the
only
aviator
that
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. V. Doherty left
lege and will spend the summer here.
Commencing next Wednesday, June , last week by auto for Brunswick where loops the loop in a monoplane, turn program of Music Festival Day to be
Otis Tenney a student at Philips
Dr. Johnson of Mora Hill was in
30 there will be dancing at Crescent Mr Doherty will attend Bowdoin com ing a complete somersault. He stands i held on Monday, June 28, in connec
Academy. Andover. Mass., arrived
tion with the Maine Centenial Cele
(ow n Friday making thO trip by autoPark every Wednesday evening.
mencement and a reunion of his class. his areoplane upon its head. He cuts
home Monday for the summer vaca
bration in Portland, June 28, July 5,
a
dollar
mark
in
the
sky.
He
stands
: mobile.
Dr. E. H. McCurdy of Providence, R. They were accompanied by Miss Doll
tion.
i and several have accepted. Among
I. was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. erty and C. H. Pierce, the latter will ! the huge hundred horse power monoCarl C. Gary and Prof. Parker leave
Mrs. Laura Searway who with her
plane upon its “ tail” , and then stop I those who have been asked to be
E. Atherton last week having made visit his son in Portland.
this Wednesday for a fishing trip to
|guests of honor on that occasion are
mother and two children have been In
the trip by auto.
Baglo Lake.
Houlton Grange will hold an all day ping the engine three thousand feet in j Emma Eames, Annie Louise Cary
town for ten days has returned to her
the
air,
slowly,
like
a
balancing
diver,
Robert Williams who is at the Har meeting June 26. The first and sec
Mr. and Mrs. Horace W. Hughes left home in Boston.
j Raymond, Emilio de Gogorza, Geralvard Law School has returned home ond derees will be worked in the fore turns a complete back somersault,
'last week by auto for a trip to Boston
i dine Farrar, Alice Neilson, Olive
M iss’ Lona Sharp arrived in town to spend the summer vacation with
noon. A good program is assured for while falling with the 725 pound ma j Fromstead, Charles Harrison, Marie
and other points.
Friday morning from Massachusetts his father Dr. C. E. Williams.
the afternoon subject “ Maine.” Sev chine at the rate of 125 miles an hour. |Sundolius, Mrs. Edward MacDowell
, Edward Leaaon of Hyde Park arriv
for a visit with her parents Mr. and
Domenjoz twists the big contrivance
Otis Tenney who has returned home eral papers will he presented by mem
e d In town Monday where he will
and Mme. Schuman-Heink. Another
Mrs. Harry Sharp.
for his summer vacation from Phillips- bers of the Grange. Bring well filled upon its back and glides upside down.
apind a few weeks.
j noted guest of the occasion will
be
He rises to a great height, and then i
Hon. and Mrs. Ira G. Hersey return Andover Academy has accepted a po baskets for the picnic dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Mills have return
Kate
Douglas
Winggin,
the
author.
falls, with the machine rolling o v e r ;
ed from Boston where they have been ed last week from Fort Kent, where sition with E. A. Gillin & Co.
Baby week is being observed and
Mr. Hersey delivered an address at the
and over on a horizontal keel, like a 1The officers of the Maine Festival As
Mr.
Gilman
Day
and
wife
were
call
tor the past month*
among the important sessions are the
sociations of Bangor and Portland and
ed home from Madison and Perlev free examinations for babies each victim of the hunter’s gun.
Mrs. Matthew Wilson and family Training School in that place.
He does everything that the bird |the members of the Portland Music
Mrs. W. E. Gellerson and daughter Day from Millinocket by the illness of morning on Wednesday, Thursday and
have been spending a week at their
can do, and many things that birds Commission also have been invited,
Nadine left last week for Alamaso their mother. Mrs. Billie Day.
<eamp at Grand Lake.
Friday at 9 o’clock. The Parade will
! as well as Dr. Irvin S. Morgan, Muni
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Wing of Cleve take place in Monument Park at 4 p. never will be able to do.
' Dr. and Mrs. Robens are receiving Colo, where they will spend the sum
cipal Organist of Portland and W ill C.
congratulations on the birth of a son mer with her daughter, Mrs. Robinson. land, Ohio, arrived in town Monday m. on Tuesday and if the weather is
MacFarlane, former Municipal Organ
which came last week:
Hon. Leonard A. Pierce delivered for a visit with Mrs. Wing's parents. unfavorable it will take place this
TRESPASS ON HIGHWAYS
ist of Portland.
Mrs. George Shea returned home the address before Portland Lodge of Mrs. Clarence A. Dow, Bangor St.
The State Highway Commission has
Wednesday afternoon.
One of the big features will be the
The Blaek-Churehill Theatres Inc.
Saturday from a visit in Bangor with Elks In that city at the annual Flag
received
several complaints to the ef- playing of the combined bands of westThe Houlton Rotary Club is repre
her daughter Mrs. Frawley.
Day exercises of the lodge last week, j have just opened a new theatre in
sented at the National Convention of fects that abutters along the State i era Maine, making the largest organMiss Marjorie Whitcomb is assisting
Have you noticed the absence of ^ ort ^ en*’ making one more of the Rotary Clubs in Atlnatic City this highways have been plowing and har- j ization of its kind ever gotten together
at the Farmers Bank during the vaca house flies this season? Whether it is chain controlled by this concern.
week by A. G. Munro and Fred E. Hall. rowing into the gutter of the road and j in northern New England. Another
Lee Friedman of the Friedman and
tions of the regular force.
the absence of hot weather, the cam
Mr. Munro left on Saturday evening interferring with the drainage. The j noteworthy feature will be a chorus
Murray Pearson was obliged to sub paign against them or is it some other Smart Co. left Monday night for Bos
for Boston en route and will be joined commission has recently sent out to j of two thousand voices, comprising
ton on business. He will return by
mit to an .operation for appendicitis
reason ?
there by Mr. Hall who left last week supervisors copies of the statute pro- j one thousand adults mostly members
uato accompanied by Mrs. Friedman.
Saturday at the Aroostook hospital.
by auto accompanied by his wif. as hibiting such work and reports are of the Maine Festival Chorus and one
Miss Beatrice Russell \yho is doing
The Children’s Dav Service's in all
Geo. A. Gorham has purchased a
being received to the effect that where thousand Portland school children.
Millinery work in Boston arrived home i (he chur(.hes „ „ Sundav were larKe|y far as Boston.
very desirable building lot at Grand
the
supervisors have taken up this
There will be a parade in the morn
Sherburne Sleeper of Smprna Mills
Wednesday for a short vacation with
attended, the programs were very in
Lak e and will erect a cottage there.
matter
with
parties
who
have
been
in
ing
combined band and the invited
left
Monday
for
New
York
to
visit
his
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. teresting and all acquitted themselves
Leland Ludwig a student at Bowdoin
brother Edward a n d w i t h h i m fringing the law. they have been w ill guests from Longfellow' Square to
Russell.
satisfactorily.
college arrived home by auto Satur
will go to Porto Rico where lie will ing to clear out the obstructions and in City Hall where they will be received
John A. Stewart was in town for a
Dwight Davis who is attending He
day and will spend the summer at
nearly every case have promised to by Mayor Charles B. Clarke. This re
few days last week during which time bron Academy has returned home to lie employed with a government dredg
home.
see
that gutters are not interfered ception will be followed by singing on
ing outfit. Edward Sleeper has been
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Rogers are re he shipped his burniture to Portland spend the summer vacation with his
with past their property.
the steps in front of City Hall.
doing
this
work
for
a
good
many
ceiving congratulations upon the ar and also sold his home on Park street parents Mr. and Mrs. Daniel W. Davis
The statute covering is Section 81
At 2.30 at Brighton Avenue Field
years,
having
been
to
Porto
Rico
on
on Franklin Street.
rival of a daughter at their home, born to W, A. Purinton.
of Chapter 24 and reads as follows:
there
will he a mammoth concert of
a
similar
errand.
Mrs. William C. Donnell left last
The Misses Thelma Stone and Aria
Friday.
“ No person, by himself, his agents the hand and chorus as well as special
week
by
auto
for
a
trip
to
Portland
Price, both popular employees of F.
Sheriff Foster of Carleton County,
or servants, other than a person hav artists and at 8.00 p. m. there will be
Hartland, N. B. and Deputy Sheriff where she will visit her daughter Mrs. W. Wool worth Co. are enjoying a two
AT THE TEMPLE
ing a legal supervision of a public way another at the same place.
Mooera of Woodstock were callers in Roland E. Clark and will go to Bos weeks
vacation
near Maranaeook
Geo. Brennen and his "Powder shall cultivate, in connection with the
The entire program of the day is to
ton and Cape Cod.
Lake, visiting the home of Mr. and Puff Revue" opened Monday evening imprvoements of lands adjacent there
town Friday.
be under the direct supervision of
The many friends of Mrs. Delia Mrs. Fred E. Tineley.
B. C. Roberts is doing considerable
at the Temple Theatre, before a large to, any portion of the wrought part of Prof. Wm. R. Chapman, founder and
w ork in his window signs and has done Dunn fomerly of Ashland, will be in
Much credit is due the Aroostook- audience in “ A Day at Coney Island” . any public way, in such manner as to
organiser of the Maine Music Festi
some very attractive signs during the terested to learn of her marriag^ last Daily News for the special edition
The costumes were gorgeous, while change the drainage thereof or ob val. Prof. Chapman has had complete
week to Dr. Arthur Boucher of Boston. which they published on Tuesday the music embraced all of the new
past months.
struct said way: nor shall any person, charge of inviting and entertaining the
Philip Somerville of this town a Mass., where they will reside.
morning, giving the Primary returns song hits.
by himself, his agents or servants, distinguished guests of the occasion.
Prof. J. L. Dyer Superintendent of up to 4 a. m. and later than any other
Junior at Colby college has been elect
The comedy parts were handled by
e d editor-in-chief of the college publi Schools at Camden, Maine* who deliver morning daily in the state.
Ali and Collins, and their entrance
ed the Baccalaureate address before
Miss Marguerite and Charles Mc upon the stage was it all tirin' greeted
cation the “Oracle.”
Hand and Harrington have just re- the Ricker Students met many of his Laughlin left Monday for Boston to with applause.
celved two Lexington cars. Messrs. old friends before returning home.
join their mother who is nicely locat
Among the
leading
performers
Mr. A. O. B rigg s brought into our ed there on Myrtle St. Mr. McLaugh
Harrington and Robinson bringing
were Rose Bently, singing specialty;
office on Saturday, June 12 a large lin will follow them as soon as he sells
them in from Boston.
Betty
Mason,
soubrette;
Arthur
'■ Frank Rice employed at Anderson’s bunch of wild strawberries, which he his house on Riverside St.
Brooks, juvenille; Collins and Brooks
Shoe Hospital waa obliged to re-enter picked. According to all indications
Harold Cates and Frank Sleeper re dancing specialty together with the
the Aroostook hospital for another op there will be a large crop this year.
turned home Sunday from an automo Bahv Vamp Chorus, made a combina
Miss Arlene Berrie arrived home bile trip of a thousand miles.
eration Sunday afternoon.
Mr. tion hard to heat.
The Touring Information Bureau at Thursday evening from Boston where Cates going to Brunswick from HoulA matinee Tuesday afternoon and
the T IM E S office has been opened and she has been taking musical instruc- j j on a Vveek ago and meeting Mr. the evening production with an entire*
What a satisfaction thereis in buying
Information relating to the roads in tions and will visit with her parents Sleeper there where he is a student at change of program closes the present
diamonds
of a reputable concern that
Mr. and Mrs. P. S. Berrie, North St.
this section is being given out daily.
Bowdoin.
engagment.
deals only in quality merchandise and
J.
W.
Whittier,
who
lived
in
HaynesT h is section was visited by a heavy
The Methodist Sunday School of
whose guarantee and advice may be
rain Friday night and Saturday which vill forty eight years ago is in town Houlton will hold its annual picnic
depended upon absolutely.
DOMENJOZ
HERE
w a s worth a great deal to the county, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Robin at Crescent Park Thursday, June 24th.
Diamonds that enhance in value as the
son and is enjoying meeting old Those wishing transportation will he
and the hay crop. *
JULY 5 AND 6
years roll by must be of the highest
friends as well as the younger gener at the church at 8.30 to 9 o’clock where
Domenjoz is only a young man, hut
g r a d e , perfectly cut— and rightly
Workmen from Boston are engaged ation.
autos will be waiting to convey you to j does feats never before conceived,
bought. Stones of ordinary quality are
H. E, Calhoun was in town last week j the Park.
la rapairing the bowling alleys in the
not rare and will not attain any great
i
Thousands
of
spectators
with
hearts
Salvation Arm y Community Home to attend to the packing and shipping j The annual Lawn Party of the Madvalue at any time.
which when finished will be open to of his household goods to Bangor and j igan Hospital will take place on Wed- ! in mouths have stood almost breath
Invest
in diamonds now. Let us show
left the middle of the week with his ! nesday, June 23, afternoon and eve> less as the daring aviator has gone
the public.
you some gems that will prove a wise
family
for
that
city
where
they
will
Mrs. Geo. Howe of Toronto fomerly
! ning, at 6 o’clock a public supper p’ill speeding over their heads at a terrific
purchase, and demonstrate new ways
Mias Della Drake who has been in reside.
be served. There will be a concert rate, head down. Suddenly, as they
of mounting them that will materially
Frank H. Putnam, who has been in and dancing in the evening and every
v town ▼ieitlnc, friends left Tuesday for
enhance
their attractiveness.
,
stood
in
awe,
they
have
heard
the
enCaribou where she will visit her hus- Boston for the past year, returned one may be assured of a good time as
home Saturday morning. He was ac well as helping along a worthy object, : gines stop their chugging and have !
. band’s relatives.
' Franklin Churchill son of Mr. and companied by Dr. Frank Davidson of so plan to attend.
seen the machine drop like a shot be
^ Mr% G. Beecher Churchill left Satur Providence who is to spend a few
One of the big New England events fore their eyes for a distance of 1000 ■
•day evening for Millinocket where he weeks in Houlton as his guest.
of 1920 will be the meeting of the Na- Jfeet. Up in the air, every fibre of \
Jeweler a n d Optometrist
In our report last week of the Uni tional Grange in Boston, which will I
w ill be employed during the summer
, ,
Market Sq., Houlton
. . . . . . .
.
,,
young Domenjoz body was stiffened
tarian Conference we were in error probably
in Cates’ Kandy Kitchen.
be the largest assembly ever t *•
Mr. and Mrs. W . S. Lewin and Mrs. when we stated that Mrs. Geo. B. held by any fraternal organization tawt to the monoplane as he grasped
Earle Lewin left Sunday for Water- Dunn was appointed a member of the within the boundaries of the New Eng the levers that controlled the blades.
vttle where they will attend the grad committee for calling the next meet land states. The dates are November
uation of Earle Lewin as well as the ing, as she is not a member of this 10-19, with Mechanics’ Hall the meet
church,
«eatennlal exercises of Colby.
ing place. Delegates and other mem
Earle & White owners of the Ex bers will come from more than 30
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Bither left Satur
day by auto for a trip to Portland and change Block^ are making some im- states
and the 8000 subordinate
the W hite Mountains. They were join provements in the rear of their block. |Grangos of th(l ( ()Untry wilt be repread by their daughter Helen who left They have torn down the three story seated by the gathering.
ell and will also open up a driveway I Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Hess are H A B IT A B S O L U T E L Y O V E R C O M E
here by train Saturday night.
CoL Frank M. Hume and Jos. A between that and the stable which will visiting at the home of Mrs. Hess’s BY
THE
NEAL
TREATM ENT.
Browne returned from Chicago on Sun- reduce the fire risk very materially.
FOR
IN F O R M A T IO N
AT
parents. Mr. and Mrs. George W. W R IT E
What kind of corn are you going to
Hibbard Bros, proprs. of the Bangor Richards on Court Street. Mr. Hess O N C E. T H E N E A L IN S T IT U T E , 166
day coming from Boston by auto, being
plant this year. You like green corn,
accompanied by Miss Elizabeth Hume St. Garage are doing a large volume has just completed his course at the P IE A S A N T A V E N U E , P O R T L A N D .
w ho has bO&n attending school in Bos of business this season, having al Harward Law School and in the fall M E. P H O N E 4216.
of course, but perhaps you have not
ready places 57 Mitchell cars and 17 will enter the legal department of the
ton.
had much success in raising it. If this
T h a marriage of Mis*s Elsie Bamford carloads of Chevrolet. Friday Mr. Ray Bethlehem Steel Company at Bethle
is so, then you have not planted my
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Bam Hibbard left for Portland with sever hem, Penn. After their visit here they
seed.
I have a yellow and also a white
ford of this town and Thos. Gallagher al drivers to bring back a fleet of are planning *<> motor to Mr. Hess’s
Learn
to
play
in
one
hour
with
my
sweet
corn which has never failed to
took place in Limestone last week, Mitchell cars.
home at Uniontown, Penn., after which colored chart. Is placed behind keys.
Miss Marguerite Astle who is tak they will be located permanently in Sent to vou for 25 C E N T S
w h era Mrs. Gallagher has been teach
nature for me during the past nine
ing a secretarial course at the Nason Bethlehem.
C. M A X W E L L . Box 903
ing.
years. The ears are large and sweet
Christian Science services each Sun Institute, Springvale. Maine is home
P o rtla n d ,
421p
Maine
and the yield is abundant. I advise
day at 11 a. m. Presbyterian ohurch. with her parents Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
yu to try some of the seed this year
Jana 27th. Subject: “C h r i s t i a n Astle for the vacation period, she was
and enjoy your fill of corn.
8dence.”
Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. accompanied by a class-mate Miss
Testimonial service. Cordial welcome Agnes Woodward of Portsmouth, N. H.
Money back without question
Just a word about my wax pod pole
who will be her guest for a while.
If HUNT'S Solve bile in thj
to all.
treatment ef ITCH. BCZE1IA.
Friends
of
Miss
Jessie
Gosman
bean. This makes the best for table
Misses Margaret nad Ruth Putnam,
R IN G W O R M , T E T T E R orj
who have been teaching for the past daughter of Mr, and Mrs. W. S. Gos either Itching akin dieeaoee. 1
and can bean on the market.
The
Try a 73 oent box at our riek,
year at Monarda. returned home Sat- man will be glad to learn of her good
flavor
Is
delicious
and
the
pod
is
ab
L E IG H T O N A F E E L E Y
w hen gettin g read y fo r
urday morning. They have been en fortune in winning a scholarship to
solutely
stringless.
Seeds
of
this
are
gaged to return to that town for the Columbia University as a reward for
that fishing trip don’t
scarce so get yours early.
her excellent standing in the graduat
aoraing year.

OT L O C A L IN T E R E S T

A Satisfactory Purchase

J . D. P e r r y

Drink-Drug

SEEDS

PLAY PIANO

71

The committees which are arrang
ing for the outing at Island Park,
Woodstock, composed of the members
Of the Mooeeleuk club of Presque Isle
end the Meduxnekeag club of Houlton
hove set the date tor July 21, 1920.
Hon. B. W . Howe of Patten accofrff u r i e C t o M r a H c rijjw e e in town
i
Fxh
i&T orfbusineee. Mr. Howe has just
ted tram Chicago-where he was
O the Republican convenand hia accounts of the trip were

ing class at the Lincoln Hospital in
New York where she has been study
ing nursing.
Miss Emma Pearce who has been
taking a course in Boston on Commer
cial training work is at home with her
sister for the summer,' after which
Mis4 Pearce has a fine position which
she has accepted with a large Depart
ment store in Nashville, Tenn., where
her work will be along the lines of in
structing sales ladies in the line of
salesmanship.

SAY
fo rg e t your

REAL ESTATE B.F. A.
FOX BROS. COMPANY

Homes at $1,700, $3,200, $2,500
Farm* at $2,000, *9,50Q, $5,500, $7,500
Prices to suit all.

FOX BROS. COMPANY
Reni Estate and Insurance

.,

Houtton, Malpg

i

Everything garden and flower seeds.

C IG A R

It’s the universal choice
o f all smokers w h o relish
a good sm oke— A ll
dealers.

Chadwick
F 1o r i sjt
Conservatories 16 H ig h Str.
H ouUon, M a in e
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PAoa six

GET YOUR OWN GOAT
AND BE INDEPENDENT
OF THE MILKMAN

I

“ It has not been definitely decided
paganda of truth” is needed now as CROCODILES GUARD
to what port the two large ships will
never before in the United tates, be- 1
ANNAM T P F A U IB Y
cause of the highly organized efforts I
A N N A M IK L A o U K l
proceed, but the three destroyers will
of the falsifiers.
I
A Frenchman returned with an acprobably be brought to Washington,”
------------------; count of a singular national treasury

Nanny will yet butt her way into
in Annam, writes an eastern corres
popular favor, thinks a sanguine JAPAN DEPENDENT ON
friend of hers. To be sure, there is
TRADE WITH U. S. pondent. If the story is true— and it
the old family scandal that the goat
“ There has been too much talk of presents no essential improbability—
w as created by the devil, which pro
strained relations between Japan and the treasury is in no danger of robbery
bably arose because of the animal's
the United States,” says the Herald of and is destined to become famous.
pernicious activities and its fondness
Now in Annam iron safes of good
for food not relished by the rest of Asia. “ This sort of clap-trap does not
resisting
power are for the most part
creation. W hatever be the cause, the come from people of sanity in either
goat has been selected as the scape country, but from the designing and j unknown, and, unfortunately, adroit
goat to bear the sins and the derisive
the foolish, who either desire war for thieves are not. To defend his most
jokes of many of its fellow creatures.
costly treasures the native ruler had
A ll this is not as it should be, says the sake of profit or fail to understand I
to
resort to some means in harmony
Farm and Home (London), especially international obligations. A war be i
In these days when the high cost of tween the two great and iong friendly I with the natural circumstances of the
everything under the sun. A goat, will neighbors on the Pacific would be a country.
Armed guards he could not fully
furnish healthy competition for the crime against humanity, a crime of j
monopolizing milkman and his cow, the blackest dye, and only the most ' trust. Animals do not steal money,
utter neglect of right could permit it. |and nature had supplied the ruler with
as we are told:
At last the hitherto unsuspected val It takes two to make a quarrel. As ii a creature that could not be wiieeled
j nor killed except with a great deal of
ue of the goat is being recognized as regards America, there is no disposi- |
a more satisfacotry and profitable tion on the part of Japan to be a party ! trouble. The crocodile is such an animilk-producer than a cow. Instead of to disruption of cordial intercourse. I mal. The ruler would have the crocohaving our cows tested for tuberculo Before engaging in war with America ! dile guard his specie reserve,
Yet to avail himeself of the services
sis or worrying ourselves to death for Janpan would have to divest herself if
:
of
the crocodile he must keep his .
of
the
strongest
sentiment
of
friend
fear our dairyman, despite his solemn
oath, has/not made the tests he should ship which she entertains toward any j! money in a place where crocodiles are
have made, why not obtain our milk foreign country. If the Japanese had |at home. Nothing was more simple.
from the animal that could not have any feeling of incurable animosity j[ In the interior of his palace the ruler !
tuberculosis If It tried. The goat is toward the United States or cherished j caused to be constructed a large tank
the only dairy animal Immune to tu a desire to make war with that coun-! or basin, which he kept, filled with
berculosis. The virtues of goat milk try, there would have been some e v i-! water. Then he took several teak
and the ease of obtaining it are too lit dence of it years ago when the Fili- j logs, which he had bored with holes,
pinos appealed to Japan to assist them and into these holeshe put his specie
tle known.
Anbody can keep a goat, and every in resisting American conquest of their j reserve of gold and silver. The holes
body ought to. From a hygienic point island. Japan did then what she ex- i were closed up and the logs put into
of view the owners of these hardy lit pects America to do now when the I the tank.
tle creatures may enjoy greater advan Chinese try to stir up anti-Japanese j Then some crocodiles of the largest
tages than does the possessor of a sentiment in the United States: she |and fiercest description were installed
j in the tank and maintained there—
pampered, pedigreed cow of the most said “ No.”
fashioned breed.
It is well known
“ A war between Janpan and America not being fed, however, with such a
that goat’s milk is richer, more nutri would be a crime against the people superfluity as to interfere with their
Any person who
tious and more easily digested than of Japan, even for financial reasons, natural ferocity.
should
undertake
to
reach the trea
cow’s milk, and as a diet for children if for no other. Japan cannot afford
and invalids it is stated by the most war except to preserve her national sure laden logs would surely bo eaten
eminent physicians to be unsurpassed existence. To her, death is preferable by the crocodiles. And anyone win;
A goo dgoat will yield from one to two to dishonor: but only the possibility should undertake to put the saurians
quarts of milk daily.
of irretrievable dishonor could drive out of thi' way would have to make
I find the worst thing against the Japan to expose her people to destruc noise enough to attract the attention
mllchgoat is her name. When I com tion. Although we have gained much of the human guards and of the "tiler
menced to talk about getting a goat for wealth during the war in Europe, we himself, for he, by Annam custom, is
milk my wife said that if I brought a have none to throwr away in war. In required to remain very closely in his
goat around the house I would have to any case, most of our gold holdings i Palace.
At any rate the royal crocodile
do the milking and use the milk my are in America and England, so they
self. Now all that has changed. I have the advantage of us there. Our treasury has never been robbed and it
have a goat which gives us enough national debt still exceeds $1,250,000,- cannot burn.
milk for table use. W e hpve a family 000,and our rate of taxation is very
of six children, ranging from six to high, so high as to prove a heavy bur GERMAN WARSHIPS
fifteen years, and would not go back den to our people: which, taken with
COMING TO CAPITAL
to cow’s milk unless we were obliged the high cost of living, exposes us to
Three
German
destroyers awarded
distress among the masses.
W ar
to.

I. W. V. EASILY WON
LUMBERJACKS

a.d ay out of each man.
**If the employers had told the men
the truth, the men would have known
that the agitators lied,” Mr. Rogers
contends, “and there would have been

An old adage

The exclusive Cleveland motor, the
most highly developed of the powerful
over-he-rd type, gives a character of
performance in flexibility of power
and speed, and in dependability and
endurance, that surpasses other light

cars.
The sturdiness of its chassis con

as

in all the yesterdays.

struction, the ease of its control, the
sole cushioning of itIs >v/ onclersiung
spring consf n v I ;on, '.hr certainty of
its brakes,—all thes qualities add to

the comfort and safety of its performance on any kind of roadway, on
the steepest hiils and in crowded
traffic.

T o u rin g C a r (Five Passengers) $1485
S edan (Five Passengers)
$2395

Roadster (Three Passengers) $1485
Coupe (F ou r Passengers)
$3395

(Prices F. O. B. Cleveland)

HOVEY & COMPANY
MARS HILL,

MAINE

CLEVELAND AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

You Can Get Goodyear Tires
for That Sturdy Smaller Car
ouuuumfmmomn

*** N
-.’-z

m

O f all Goodyear’s notable accomplishments
in tire-making none exceeds in high relative
value o f product the Goodyear Tires made
in* the 30x3-, 30x3VSri and 31x4dnch sizes*

T h ese tire s afford to ow ners o f Ford,
Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell, and other cars
taking these sizes, the important benefits of
Goodyear materials and methods employed
in the world’s largest tire production*
Y o u r n e a re st G o o d y ear Service Statio n
Dealer offers you in these tires a degree of
performance and satisfaction only possible
as a result of such extraordinary manufac
turing advantages*
Go to this Service Station Dealer for these
fires, and for Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes*
He has them*

Ki-MOIDS

FATONIC

true today

Take a Real Ride in the Cleveland, and
You will know What a Good Car it is.

W hea add-distressed, relieve ik e
Indigestion w itk

After you eat—always take

as

N o c a r o ffe r s c le a n e r lin es , m o r e t r u l y u ig n ifie d g r a c e fu ln e s s or
d e e p e r lu s tr e o f fin is h th a n d o e s t h e C le v e la n d S ix . B u t th e s e q u a li
t ie s w o u ld b e b u t a s u rfa c e , w e r e it n o t f o r w h a t is b e n e a th th e m .

HelpYoor Digestion

no strike.”
In support of this contention, he
cites the experience of a big steel com
D h w ltB easily o n t o n g u e — s s
pany in Cleveland, which put all its
ylessent to take ms candy. Keep
cards on the table in its relations with
its workmen. It told them the plain
y e a r stomach sweet, try Iti-Moids
truth concerning the financial part of
MADS BY SCOTT St BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOITS EMULSION
the business. They were met weekly
_______________________________ 19-5
by qSIH*1s of the company and asked
to air freely their grievances. If these
were real, they were corrected; if fan
cied, the condition was thoroughly ex
plained.
During the general steel
strike the cleverest agitators of the 1. 1
W . W ., the W . I. I. U., the Russian j
Federation and the other direct action :
groups were sent there. The propa
gandists could make no headway. The j
employes, being thoroughly familiar j
fR g i t 6 p b X&^STOiiAcg)
with their employers’ business, knew
Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloat*
the agitators were lying when they told j •d Gassy reeling. Stops food souring,
them the employers were industrials repeating, and all stomach miseries.
Aids digestion and s p o ilt*. Keeps stomach
thieves and making excessive profits, i eweetand strong. Increase* Vitality end Pep.
EATONICIa the belt remedy. Tene of thou*
Though the most seductive methods
Made wonderfully benefited. OnlycoMaa cent
were employed, not a man from this er twoe day to use it. P<*ltlvely gugaoteed
to pleeee or we willrefund money, Get a big
company’s plants joined the strikers, bus today. fo n w ilU e *
because they knew they were getting
For Sale by O. F. French & Son
a square deal.
Houlton, Maine
Mr. Rogers maintains that “a pro- i

perts from th*; various bureaus uml
“ On the arrival here the arrangements will be made lor the
former German ships will be thorough public to have an opportunity to visit
ly inspected and studied by naval ex them.
department.

'‘Handsome is as
Handsome Does”

sometimes improves social conditions to this country have sailed from
for a time, by increasing the circula Rosyth, Scotland, for Brest, Secretary
tion of money through war expendi-; Daniels announced. A dispatch to tinture; but this condition already ex navy department stated that the V. S.
ists in Japan as a result of the war in j S. Hancock has sailed from Rosyth
Europe; the inflation of currency is : with the destroyers in tow.
beyond all bounds, and a reaction is j The battleship Otsfriesland and the
bound to come against the already ! cruiser Frankfort are still at Rosyth.
enormous increase in the cost of liv but they are soon to proceed to Brest
and the entire flotilla is expected to
ing. Japan, like all wise nations, must
sail
for the United State's about the
know that the further she can keep
1Gtli of Julv.
her people from war the better for the ;
country.
;

Red radicalism and other anti-social
colts spread freely before their poten
tial adherents a hot and inviting meal
of untruth. That is why they are suc. oessful In gaining recruits among
. workingmen, that and the fact that
employers and others do not set be
fore workers the truth and the fact
that the hot inviting meal is really poi
son. This, in effect, is the experience
“ As for the greater part of our for
of Sherman Rogers, who has been
eign trade in the Occident is with
Mchokerman” and “bull bucker” in the
America, any trouble with that coun
logging camps of the Northwest and
try would prove a severe shock to
who also knows what it means to be
commercial progress. America takes
in business for himself.
most of our tea and silk from which
Mr. Rogers relates in the Outlook in
we derive a large portion of our in
interesting fashion how, though the
come. Our total trade with United
northwestern lumberjacks in 1917
States is now over $272,500,000 a year,
were quite contented, the I. W . W .
of which at least $175,000,000 repre
leaders of Chicago sent men from
sents exports. This is equal to about ,
the Cowlitz river to the Canadian line
one-third of Japan’s total annual bud
in the Puget sound district and the
get. The disparity in our navies, as
entire Panhandle region of northern
well as in our finances, would natur
Idaho.
Their specious arguments
ally discourage further the folly of a i
were magnetic to the lumberjacks be war with America. Japan is anxious
cause this was the first time an effort
only to have a navy capable of shar
had been made to educate them. They
ing with England and America in the
w^re readily convinced that their em
proper patrolling <5f her 'portion of the
ployers were making out of the men’s
Pacific and not with a view to war. A
labor a net profit of 10 times the daily
further discuragement to war is in
wage. They all believed they were be
adequacy of food supplies.
Having
ing robbed right and left. The agita
seen how Germany suffered in this
tion was carried on secretly, thus add
way during the late war in Europe.
ing to its appeal.
Japan does not desire to invite a sim
“Bunk houses,” Mr. Rogers writes,
ilar fate. The awakening of China
“were literally filled with I. W . W . lit
with her opposition to Japan and the I
erature, yet none was in sight. Mat
rate of disorder in Siberia would all j
tresses and pillows were jammed full
greatly militate against Japan in case j
of it. The talking was done in an un
of disruption with America. It would j
dertone in the bunk houses after the
prove an almost impossible task for |
evening meal, and in the woods when
Japan to protect her interests in China |
ever a few of the lumberjacks would
Manchuria and Korea and carry on a
get together.”
protective as well as an aggressive
The swift effect of this insidious
war in Japan proper at the same time.
^H ip a lg n w as seen by the writer. In
In case of trouble both Korea and
lees than a month’s time, he recounts,
China would likely be very difficult to
W ashington’s happy and contented
handle.
Is any further argument
j^Unberjacks w ere turned into an army
needed to prove the undesirability of
t m f of unrest and they went out on
friction with the United States?”
•trike, believing that the operators
w ere w *fch|g profits of from $50 to $60

said the announcement from the navy

TYOmM ni w » aaa

30x 3!/2 Goodyear Double-Cure
Fabric, All-Weather Tread........
30 x 3 V2 Goodyear Single-Cure
Fabric, Anti-Skid T read______

$2 3 ^
$2152

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are built to protect casings.
Why endanger a good casing with a cheap tube? Goodyear
Heavy Tourist Tubes cost little more than tubes of
>f $ 4 5 0
less merit. 30x3V2 size *n w aterproof b a g _____
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FEW SARD GLASSES
KEPT CORRECT TIME

exposed ends and edge exhibit the full large as the largest of the noted gems small fist, and, if it had been on opal, this basis since the specific gravity of
ly without flame.
Messengers in China, having but refracting radiance of the mass.
of the world. The Cullinan diamond would have weighed but 1729 carats, the diamond is 75 per cent, greater
short periods to sleep make sure of
This stone is about half again as was roughly the size and shape of a It is compared with the new opal on |than that of the opal.
waking by placing a lighted piece of
joss-stick between their toes. This
acts most effectively at the proper mement. Doubtless it was the first and
original alarm clock.

j

Housewives In these days very com■Mtaly use sand glases of the familiar
h o u rglass pattern fo r timing boiled
siffti They are employed for the same
purposes in many restaurant and hotel
kitchens.
When a girl turns down the light
The contrivance is, of course, quite
■undent, dating back to the middle it’s a pretty good sign that the young
uges. In.much later times, and not so man who is courting her isn’t going
very long ago, it was utilized for tim to be.
in g prayers and sermons. Even now-•days there is an occasional old-fash
ioned church that keeps a “prayerg lass’ on the pulpit.
A s one might imagine, such glasses
What is believed to be the largest
w ere not beyond criticism in poipt of
uncut
gem in the world has come to
Accuracy. Four of them were careful
light
in
a recently opened mining dis
ly tested recently by the w riter. One
aupposed to m ark an even hour, took trict in Nevada, where it was discov
aixty-seven minutes to run out— a ser ered in the spring of 1917. The stone
ious error for the congregation if the
is a “black opal,’’ so called because
nermon w as dry. Another, for three
dark tones predominate in it. It shows
guarters o f an hour, registered only
forty-two minutes. The rem aining two mostly dark peacock blues and emer
w ere, respectively, undertimed and ald greens, with a considerable amount
overtimed tw o minutes.
of red and several less prominent
The H p d f^ass in European coun
shades.
tries r*pU oed the yet more antiquated
In size this great gem approaches a
*tlm e candle," which Iras marked off
In sections of an hour.
As a time quarter of an ordinary brick, being
keeper, the candle is exceedinly an- three and fifteen-sixteenths inches in
d e n t ; it w as so employed in Rome be length, three and one-eighth in width,
fore Christ w as born and very likely
and two and one-eighth thick at the
Vy the Egyptians and Babylonians in
bulkiest point. Its weight is eighteen
much earlier days. Courting by length
and
six-tenths avoirdupois ounces,
o f candles w as an old fashioned cus
which expressed in gem diction is 8136
tom in England.
,
An equivalent method of time-keep grains, or 2566.56 carats. More than a
ing. Is even now practiced by the j
pound of opal is surely some stone!
Chinese, who employ, instead of a
candle, a length of ' joss-stick— the And it is all solid, uncracked, flawless
Same thing Am erican small boys use gem material free from matrix or ad
as “punk” for setting off firecrackers. hering rock except for a paper thin
H is made of sawdust, mixed with a skin encrusting the two major sur
little glue and rolled into cylinders of
faces. Little specks broken from this
a measured diameter. Such a stick
skin here and there reveal the brill
f v o f a d long and marked for the hours
lasts h alf a day, being consumed slow iant play of colors within, while the

WORLD'S LARGEST GEM

FOUND IN NEVADA
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VULCANIZING

Gladiolas

T U B E S AND T IR E S

w

Having taken over the Vulcanizing Department of Cates
Garage, I am prepared to do vulcanizing of all kinds. I
have specialized in work on Cord Tires and am prepared to
do special work on these ift addition to regular vulcanizing.
Remember all work is fully guaranteed and in this way
full satisfaction is assured customers.

>

1

and best varieties.

'1
'1

L W. JENNEY

■1
I

Cates Garage

H
"

Tel. 64-W

Houlton, Maine

1
>

Houlton, Maine

IT PAYS TO LOOK
and W e Like Lookers
---- -------- W e

B ig

CELEBRATIO N

are o ffe rin g a f e w -------------

SPECIALS

W o o d sto ck

DOMINION
DAY

Men’s AH Wool Suits
$25.00

$30.00

$35.00

Th ese are real bargains—
better get one now

2;

*n

\1

4[

*

Central Maine

j.
i

|!
j!
|!
|!
|!
|!
|!
jS
;■
;■

NeweU’s

1

------July 5th and 6th— T w o B ig D a y s ------

J

inches and ready for transplanting.
All colors and shades in the newest

Boys’ Knee Pants Suits
Hydro-electric securities are
close to the top in this class.
Considering all the talk of a
financial depression ( w h i c h
seems likely to net more talk
than depression) it is well to
consider securities that should
pay dividends through all kinds
of times.
For example, Central Maine
Power Company Preferred. May
we send you a circular that will
tell you why?

First Size Bulbs—Grown five to ten

1'

to com plete your celebration in Houlton,

Dividends are paid .steadily,
through good times, bad times
" “1 p a n ics by som e Ifew
companies..................................

j!
i|

PAGE SEVEN

$15.00

$20.00

JULY 1st

$25.00

For com fort and econom y

Horse Racing

Men’s Hot |Day Suits
$7.50 to $15.00
B ig values w hile they last

Other Attractions
Band

T h e a b o ve are R ea l Bargains o f H igh
G rade M erchandise.
W e can guarantee
to save you good m oney if you w ill L O O K

f

Come, bring your friends and
spend the day at Connell Park

ERVIN & ERVIN
Power Co.

Augusta, Maine

i

! ______ £ 3 ___________

Lexington

7

1Minute Man Six
is here for immediate delivery
No Oil Cups
No Grease CupsNo Universal Joints
No Brake Rods— 16 in. Brake Drums
Fram e— 7% in. Channel
Two-way Lights
Dual-Exhaust
122 In. Wheel Base
32x4 Cord Equipment

Qandy P laces

C r o w d e d w i t h crisp d i s k s o f
f asci nati ng, f l a v o r y s we e t n e s s
OTHER

T EM PTIN G

NEGGO

SWEETS

NECCO CHOCOLATE CREAM C A K E S— Rich, vanilla cream
— thickly covered with chocolate. Foil wrapped, 10c.
NECCO M APLE PECANS— Delicious, maple cream, topped with
selected pecans— chocolate covered. Foil wrapped bars, 7c.

— —Other Special Features—See the Ca

Hand&Harrington
Dealers

Cates Garage

N E C C O V A N IL L A W A L N U T S -A d eligh tfu l vanilla cream,
to p p ed w ith fin e w a ln u t s — a ll c h o c o la te covered.
wrapped bars, 7c.
made

by

the

makers

of

Foil

oyer

T HREE H U N D R E D NECCO SWEETS

N EW ENGLAND
BOSTON

CONFECTIONERY

COMPANY
MASS.
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JPAGB BIGHT

FARM THRIVES
IN DEATH VALLEY
Death Valley-—the moat horrible des
ert on the face of the earth, source of
w eird mysteries and innumerable tra
gedies— has yielded to the hand of man
to make a garden therein.
Furance Creek ranch, as the Death

tongue. Assistance under such cir
cumstances is never refused. If the
victim of the desert has money with
which to pay for his rescue, well and
good, if not, he receives it gratis. On
a hill just back of the ranch are a
number of mounds—the graves of
thirst-tortured souls who tottered into
the ranch too late to be saved by
water.

Valley farm is known, enjoys many
distinctions.

Its 66 acres of cultivated

HINTS ON SUMMER DRIVING

rear or to either side, doesn’t bring a |service as beds.
life back. Slow down in the rain and j
The Wigwam in which the convenif you canot see on all sides, wait un |tion was held, was probably about the
til the rain is over or drive with ex i size of the annex to the Coliseum, in
! which this year’s convention takes
treme caution.
In going down steep grades, use the ! place.
engine as a brake by shifting into sec j When a special train pulled in with
ond or first speed. Shut off the igni |the Massachusetts and other New Engtion if you wish to get still better re l land delegates rockets were sent up
sults; you can switch it on again when j and a cannon boomed to announce
you get near the bottom of the grade. |theri arrival to waiting friends.
This saves the brakes and makes it
The galery in the convention hall
easy to control the car on the hill. ' was reserved for women and their esDrive slowly up grades. Don’t try to corts. Because of the great number of
make every hill in high as fast as the men unable to get in one man was re
car can travel. Remember there are ported trying to get into the gallery
other users of the road.
as an Indian squaw selling moccasins
A t night, think of the brigtness of as his credentials, but was evcluded on
the head lamps. Do not confuse an the ground that she was no lady.
oncoming driver with bright lights.
The two chief nominating speeches
Pass him with dimmers on. Keep as were made in less than thirty words.
far to the right as you can and drive ' Abraham Lincoln was placed in nomi
slowly so as to avoid frightening the nation in twenty-six words.
other driver. Your statement that he j
The making of the Presidential nom
shouldn’t get frightened because you |ination was anounced to the city by
weren’t too close to him, doesn’t repair the firing of a cannon placed on the
bones or save lives.
roof of the convention hall.
That night cannon and rockets were
fired, bonfires lighted and large pa
rades formed, the participants carry
ing anything that would serve— even
rakes and fishing poles.

Regardless of instructions and sug
gestions
regarding safe driving, every
In the world, producing food in the
year sees its toll in dead and injured
midst of a desert inferno, where tem
because drivers forget r u l e s , o r
perature and asmospheric pressure through ignorance, or just plain inabil
are almost beyond the limits of plant ity. The rules of the road are simple
enough to follow, but some drivers in
and anim al endurance.
Obviously, the introduction of an sist upon making their own rules and
abradan t water supply was the prime avoiding all those made for the safety
requisite
make the ranch possible. of all the users of the road. One of
Th is is obtained from two large the common causes of accidents is due
speings far back in the Funeral moun to neglect to follow the rule relating
tains, which pour their streams upon to crossings. A ll crossings ought to
the burned-out Death Valley soil be considered potential danger points.
through two great aqueducts, one of If you cannot see or if you do not get a
horn signal from a car likely to cross
steel and one of masonry.
W hite men cannot live long in the your path don’t take it for granted no
withering heat. Consequently all the car is there. Look out for every one
w ork about the ranch is done by In else and you will be looking out for
L in c o ln W as Placed in N o m in a tio n in
dians of the Piute and Shsohone tribes yourself.
26 W o rd s — H otel Rates $1.50
On a wet road, skidding is the most
under the direction of an educated
to $2.50 a Day
forem an. The average life of a white dangerous thing likely to happen, but
man in Death Valley is very short. skidding becomes dangerous only if
At the first republican national con
Three white foremen employed on the the car is traveling at speed. A slow
ranch lasted' two summers each, and car can easily be stopped, or even if vention held in Chicago 60 years ago.
An Iowa delegate walked 150 miles
it does not stop when the brakes are
perished during the third.
Tw o others went insane, and at applied, at least the impact does little to get to a railroad to come to the con
Without tire chains, vention.
tempted to flee out of the valley on if any harm.
Special railroad rates were made
foot. Neither of them lived to get out brakes equally adjusted or other assur
of the mase of Funeral mountain can ance that the car will stay straight on and Chicago’s population probably
nons. The present foreman has sur a wet road, don’t take the chance. doubled in convention week.
Hotel rooms were $1.50 to $2.50 a
vived seven summers and is soon en Regardless of safety devices, drive
j
tering upon his eighth. He attributes slowly, apply the brakes interm ittent day.
Crowds were so great that billard j
b is ability to resist the heat t ohis not harshly. If you know the car is a
superb constitution temperate habits chronic “ skidder,” reduce the magni tables in the hotels were pressed into
r a d hygienic living. He has obtained a tude as much as possible by shifting
If there isn’t time to
large fan driven by water power. Dur into second.
ing the hottest days of the summer he shift into second or if you lose your
m akes his bed in front of the fan after head, you are at fault. Learn to con
sprinkling the floor and wetting his trol a car that is skidding. The rule is
blankets. F or all work is then done at steer with the skid, so as to attempt to
night, when the temperature over the straighten out the car. The average
valley floor descends to about 120 de? driver forgets about everything and
glees.
presses as hard as he can on the clutch
In addition to being a sort of miracle and brake pedals. Use the brakes alone
farm , Furnace Creek ranch is also a and look ahead with a view to keeping
traveler's relief station, serving the the car from striking an object.
barren blasen wastes of Death Valley
The writer has seen any number of
ra d the Funeral mountains country cars on the road in rainy weather and
much the same as St. Bernard hospic no protection whatever afforded the
does the high Alps of Switzerland. Its driver against acidents due to impair
very existence has saved the life of ed vision. Rain on the winshield is no
many lost traveler or prospector who excuse.
The shield should be kept
staggered within its boundaries with clear. The fact that the side curtains i
patched throat and speechless, swollen are up and you cannot see well to the
land constitutes the most isolated farm

Studio o f

A L B E R T E. K L E I N
P ortm it Photographer
lJ o u ltn v , M a in e ,

June 17th, 1920
To the Public:—
We understand that many of
our customers have been caning
on us at our old stand on Main
Street. We are very sorry that
you have been put to this in
convenience and that our adver
tising of the fact that we were
temporarily out of business awaiting the completion of our
new studio in the French Drug
Store building, did not reach you
Our new studio will be ready in
two weeks or sooner and we as
sure you that we will be better
able than ever to serve you.
Trusting that you will have
patience and hoping to see you
at our new place.
Yours very truly
THE KLEIN STUDIO,
v Albert E. Klein.

CONVENTION OF 60
YEARS AGO REVIEWED

fKeep Them Growing!
| Children who are over - thin, |
• listless or delicate, should take •

Scott’sEmulsion

For information concerning
unfinished business, etc., please
call up 155-R.

regularly e v e r y d a y as an
J aid to growth and sturdiness. J

I

9 Nothing surpasses S c o tt's i
Emulsion as a tonic-nutri- 1
ent for a child of any age. 9
& Bowne, Bloomfield, N.

J.

Celebrate

Confidence
M ore than 13,000 w om en and
22,000 m en m ake u p the list of
the owners of Swift & Company.
E very state in the U nion is
represented
O f this great enrollment more
than
10,000 are employes of
Swift & Com pany w h o o w n shares
in the business.
A n additional 13,000 employes
are buying shares on deferred
payments.
These m en and w om en have
confidence in the com pany’s poli
cies, its integrity and purposes.
T h at is w h y they invest their
savings in shares.
Swift & Com pany has been
paying dividends regularly for 34
years. T h e present rate is 8 per cent.
Sw ift & Com pany shares are
bought and sold on the Chicago
and Boston stock exchanges.
The company
shares for sale.

itself

has

n

!i

BIG DAYS
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T h e shares represent actual,
tangible values. There is no water.

m.

A n y b o d y — liv e sto c k m an,
retailer, or c o n s u m e r-m a y buy
them and thus become a part owner
o f Swift
Company.
N o one man, no one family,
Qwns as m uch as half of the stock.
T h is advertisem ent is for the pu rpose
o f acquainting y o u w ith the fact that
S w ift & C om pan y is not a “ close cor
poration," and that a n y one m a y
participate in the profits— and share
the risks and respon sibilities— by
becom ing a shareholder.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
Houlton Local Branch, 74 Bangor Street
H . E. Miahou, Manager

BIG MIDWAY
REAL HORSERACING

STARTLING FIREWORKS

Something Doing all the Time
COME—You will not be disappointed

PAGE NINB
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derstand Americans. A number of his |about 80 per cent of its supply, has for i dorses the scheme and suggests that f train for Soissions and their baptism Vingtsixieme! Alors! Vous-etes rev|nepiiews and cousins were also educa-1such a loug time been unable to con- a ship be sent to Melville island in j of fire.
enu pour nous dire bon jour! Qu’estI ted at American
schools.
Carranza tribut any. Ireland, while regarded as summer, to winter there, and to return J ‘‘There it was that they marched in ce que vous voulefi prendre?’ ”
Venustiano Carranza was elected j was S|x feet tall and weighed 190 lbs. j the world’s linen centre, grows only a
the following summer with a bunch of j review before Gen. Edwards, their
President of Mexico March 11, 1917, i Carranza denied the charge often ( comparatively small quantity and almade that he was anti-American. He i though the acreage devoted to flax has musk oxen. He believes that by this band playing ‘Where Do W e Go From
by the largest vote ever cast in a
once said, however, that he was ‘‘pro- i been greatly increased in the past few , means an industry of great future val- Here?’ to that doughty commander’s
presidential election in his country.
Mexican.” He did not read English seasons, Ireland’s supply of flax is re ue could be created.
keen amusement, for their destination
Relieved by A W e ll-K n o w n M edicine
H e was born of parents of comfort- nor speak much of it. What he knew latively only a small percentage of
o f S u p e rlative M e rit.
Musk
oxen
are
easily
domesticated.
was
a
close
secret.
There
it
was
that
. able circumstances in Cuatro Cienegas of the language he learned principally what is needed.
Their meat is hardly distinguishable the band of the 165th French Infantry
Spring
ailments are due to an im
state of Coahuila, Dec. 29, 1859. He from his daughters and he seldom at
“ It is rather odd that flax is grown from beef, and their milk (about half
pure,
impoverished,
d evita lized con
w as educated in the public schools of
in such limited areas, but at the same the quantity yielded hv an ordinary used to play on alternate Sunday af
tempted to converse in English.
dition o f the blood.
bis native state and later studied law
time it requires certain conditions to cow) is very rich. The shaggy hair of ternoons, the leather-lunged Yanks fill
Am ong them are pimples, boils
. at the Mexican capital.
raise it successfully and the grower the outer coat covers a soft, long-flber- ing in the other dates.
and other eruptions, loss o f appe
Admitted to the bar, eye trouble pre
tite, that tired feeling, a run
must know exactly how to handle the ed wool, equal if not superior to the
“ Dovrn the little alleyway to the
Ample protection of life and proper
vented him from practising, and he re
down condition o f the system, and
crop. We tried to raise a crop our finest sheep wool. Large bulls weigh
northwest of the place I debouched at
sometimes chronic weaknesses made
turned to his native state to become ty and a more stringent control of traf selves, just a s.mall crop for experi
from 600 to 700 jounds.
worse.
last im:o the Place des Carrieres, now
. a rancher. His experience as a cattle fic to secure safety and added comfort, mental purposes. We left it out in the
Musk oxen have not the roving in denuded of three-ton trucks and empty
H o o d ’s Sarsaparilla combines the
man, then as judge, senator and final have become necessary on the more dew to become wet and lost the whole
roots,
barks, herbs, berries and oth
stinct
of
cattle,
and
cannot
he
easily
important
National
and
State
high
gas cans. Casting but a superficial
ly Governor of Coahuila, made him
crop. So you can see it is not an easy
er medicinals that have been found,
stampeded.
When
attacked
by
wolves
way
systems,
is
the
belief
of
the
Amer
glance
at
that
monstrous
one-ring
cir
fam iliar with the agririan problem, the
undertaking.
in m a n y year’s o f in telligen t obser
ican Automobile Association, express
(the principal enemy of game animals cus that was then openly desecrating
root of political urest in Mexico.
“ Apparently, we’ve got to look to
vation, to be most effective in the
Carranza stepper from political ob ed in action taken at its annual meet Russia for our supply, although I know. jin the North) the adult members of the the Sabbath eve of the most New Eng
treatmeht q f these ailments.
Successful physicians prescribe
scurity to international prominence on ing just held in New York City. To its that linen manufacturers generally herd form a circle around the young, land town in France, I made a bee-line
for the' Cafe Clement.
these ingredients fo r diseases o f the
tbs graves of the hopes of Gen. Vic- clubs throughout the country and to would be very glad to see an attempt presenting an impreagnable front.
blood, stomach, liv e r and kidneys,
“ It was a full hour and a half before
It is claimed that the musk ox com
toriano Huerta, the usurper, and his members generally the A.A.A. decided to raise flax over in this country. And
and in cases where a ltera tive and.
to recommend the establishment in
call
to
quarters,
but
there
was
not
a
bines
all
of
the
qualities
most
to
be
de
as for Russia— well, w e’ve made some
: followers.
tonic effects are needed.
their respective States of State con
investigations there recently and they s'ired by a pioneer population in a des- j soul in the place save monsieur, maW ith the assassination of President
H o o d ’s Sarsaparilla is the spring
stabulary or other satisfactory me convince us that it will he years he- j olate region.
The wild wastes of dame and the cat.
Madero, the news went out to the
medicine that purifies, enriches and
thods to provide daily and nightly pa fore Russia can take her place in the j northern Alaska, utilized as grazing
“ ‘Tiens,’ M. Clement exclaimed, as
revitalizes vnur blood, increasing
world that Qen, Carranza elected Gov
trol of the most important thorough flax market again.
.ground for this picturesque beast, I walked in with mv hand out. ‘Un
power o
i sense.
ernor of the state of Coahuila in 1911
fares.
des Americans
Un des gars de la
F or
:od’s Pills.
refused to recognize the usurper and
“ And flax is the whole question. w'ould thereby acquire important val
Referring to the tendency in cer
ue,
yielding
great
quantities
of
meat
would resist him by force of arms.
'W hile laber prices have advanced, they
tain states to finance road programs
Carranza is quoted as saying:
are responsible for only a small part and wool.
entirely from the fees paid by motor
“Madero’s revolution was political;
I of the increased cost of linens. Our
car owners, the users’ organization
I labor market is pretty good, although ! VISITS FRENCH HOME OF 26TH
mine is a social one.”
reiterated its opposition to what it
Defying Huerta, Carranza rallied a
; we’ve had, and are having, just about
Hudson Hawley, foreign corresponconsiders an illogical plan, and will
bond of 600 foLowers, which grew into
j the same difficultites as you are iiavurge everywhere the necssity for fair
i dent of the Home Sector gives the fol
a considerable army when he won the
i ing here.’
dealing in matters affecting highways
lowing picture of Neufchateau, as the
support of Francisco Villa.
taxation. It is the contention of the
; city is today, that pictuersque city of
H is Influence spread rapidly, the mil
motorists that State systems should HOPE TO INCREASE
itary victories of Villa, his chief aide,
|
the lower Mouse where members of
be built through general taxation, and
rallying the various factions of north
ALASKAN
MUSK
OXEN
the
famous 26th division were billeted
with the registration and other auto
ern Mexico around his banner. Huer
The treeless coastal plains of north ; prior to their departure to go into aemobile taxes reserved, as a general
ASSOCIATE
ta’s scheming had embroiled Mexico
ern Alaska, from the international
rule, for maintenance purposes.
I
tion:
“
A
rather
anemic
moon
was
shin
yoursejf
with
the Houlton Trust Com
with the United States and interven
Since Congress has not found time boundary to Point Barrow and even as
pany
by
becoming
a depositor of this
ing
down
on
the
Place
de
Jeanne
d’tion seemed imminent. The killing of
to answer the plea of the motorists far south as the Seaward peninsula,
strong,
service-giving
bank that is al
W . S. Benton, a British subject, by one
for the acceptance of a single State were at one time the home of the musk Arc, at the head of Rue St. Jean, when
ways ready to meet your requirements.
•of V illa’s staff officers further compli
registration in all other States for the ox. The animal seems to have been I arrived there -shining down over
cated the situation.
entire twelve-month, it was voted that exterminated in those regions 5o or the tower of the Eglise St. Augustin
V illa’s victory at Torreon was the
renewed efforts be made to secure the more years ago.
on the head of the statue of the saint
flrst real success of the war. Carranza
An effort is now to he made to re
passage of the Sweet-Pitman bills dur
herself,
as she stands there looking
w as pressing Huerta when the confering the present year, so that only one establish this interesting littl-* .species
• ence to discuss the difference between
defiantly
towards the north."
number plate would be required in of the genus Bos in the territory, the
the United States and Huerta was call
plan being to import from Coronation
“ The moon just lit up the little cir
1921.
ed in Buffalo.
In the belief that the construction of gulf or Melville island a sufficient cle enough to bring back memories.
Gen. Carranza refused to suspend (
main highways is an economical pro number of specimens to form a herd. There it was that tin* 1Gist infantry
hostilities and to abide by the result of
position at the present time, the meet This accomplished, they can bo bred
received its regimental colors and 2d
the diplomatic negotiations and the j
ing decided to protest to the Inter for the benefit of natives and white
lighting went on, with the result that |
of
its members were baptized from a
settlers.
state Commerce Commission, the Rail
•Gen. Huerta resigned the provisional
The
present
governor
of
Alaska
inmess
kit, the Sumlav before thev took
way Executives Association, and the
presidency July 15, 1914.
American Railway Association against
A month later Gen. Carranza made
the curtailment of cars for the ship
bis triumphal entry into Mexico City.
ment of materials and machinery ne- ■
Huerta having fled to Spain. Dissen
cessary to highway work.
sion between Villa and Carranza began
The early completion of connection
at the Torreon conference, reaching a
links on main routes and the proper
climax Sept. 23, 1914, when Villa de
maintenance of roads already built, it
clared war on Carranza. Gen. Alva
is contended, will help to solve the
ro Obregon became Carranza’s leading
present-day transportation problem.
EVERY DEPOSIT
general.
Among the resolutions adopted was
In November. 1914, the Villa generIS AN INCENTIVE
one emphatically endorsing the Town
met at Aguascallentes and formed a
send bill calling for the creation of a
for greater effort and soon establishes
Conventionist government in alliance
National Highway System and a Na
with the Zapata faction. The capital
a habit that is permanent and valua
tional Highway Commission.
After
changed hands several times, and was
ble. You are invited to open an ac
favoring the adequate, effective and
not Anally taken by Gen. Obregon un
count. with the Houlton Savings Bank.
early improvement, construction and
til the summer of 1915.
maintenance of all the Nation's high
Heavy defeats of Villa by Gen. Al
ways. the opinion was expressed that
varo dforegon marked the beginning of j
the surest and quickest and most sat
the end of the Villa-Zapata party as a ]
is factory metho d of accomplishing
military power, and Villa was forced j
this desired result was through the co
to give up Torreon and concentrate
D ivid e n d s a t th e ra te o f 4% p e r annum
operation of all the counties and the
bis dwindling forces in northern Chi
have been paid fo r th e past nine years
States with the Nation, each political
huahua and eastern Sonora making oc
subdivision assuming a definite mile
casional raids which ended in the at
age and responsibility.
tack on Columbus, N. M., which re
sulted in the invasion of Mexican ter
SAYS LINEN WILL BE HIGHER
ritory by Gen. Pershing.
‘ Carranza was oflftcilaly recognized
The prices of linen which have been
■as the head of the de facto government soaring steadily have not reached the
by the United States in October, 1915.
limit of their ascendency, according to
In the diplomatic exchanges that fol Thomas J. Clark, an important linen
lowed between President Wilson and manufacturer of Upperlands, Ireland,
•Carranza, the latter insisted in the re who is visiting this country to look
spect by the United States of Mexi- over the linen situation here.
Mr.
oo*s sovereignty and the concession to Clark maintains that there is little
b is government of reciprocal rights of chance that collars and shirts will be
invasion.
any cheaper for a long time and the
Carranza maintained his position in household articles which women covet
spite of the crisis caused by serious such as table cloths and other house
clashes between Mexico and the Amer hold linens, will be even more expen
ican soldiers at Parral and Carrizal.
sive during the next few months.
W e w ill exch an ge these fo r T em p o ra ry
W hen w ar seemed unavoidable. Car
"There seems no present prospect
ranza stemmed the tide by his propo that there will be any break in price
Bonds now in circulation, fr e e o f charge
sal for appointment of a joint commis for a number of years," said Mr. Clark
fo r the service
sion to settle the trouble amicably and at the Hotel Pennsylvania. “ The rea
the proposal was accepted by Presi son for this is the scarcity of flax ow
dent Wilson.
Deliberations of the ing to the fact that Russia, which has
•commission resulted in withdrawal of heretofore provided the world with
«/|/*| 41 D F P O R M

IltrVillll

CARRANZA’S AIM

'

SPRING AILMENTS

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE ASSN.

Houlton Trust Co.
Ho ulton, Maine

Houlton Savings JSKnk
' H bU LTO N , MAme

P erm an en t 3rd L iberty
Bonds

the American army and restoration of
friendly relations between the two
-countries.
Elected President March 11. 1917,
vrhen more than 1,500,000 votes were
■cast for him, Carranza took the oath
o f office May 1, 1917, as the flrst con

stltutional President of Mexico since
the assassination of Francisco Made

first National Bank
of Houlton, Maine

P o st T o a stie s

:i i

ro, Feb. 23, 1913.
On the morning of May 1 the nationol flag was formally raised over all
public buildings in Mexico City, and a
salute of 21 guns heralded the new re

Different and Better Corn Flakes

gime.
Carranza was married and formerly
lived In Saltillo. His two daughters
w ere sent to school in St. ouis and
both spoke English and seemed to un-

They have a superior flavor and a substantial
crispness unequaled by ordinary corn flakes.
Y o u ’ll quickly recognize they’re
“better” w hen you taste the first
spoonful.

R0S1NDALE WOMAN
RECOMMENDS THIS
PRESCRIPTION

W h e n ordering corn flakes from
your grocer, always specify Post
Toasties by name. Y ou can identify
them by the y e llo w an d red
package, carefully protected by
w a x wrapping.

Mrs. Albert J. Patch, of Rosindale,
Mass., writes:
Before taking your
medicine (Dr. True’s Elixir) I was
troubled with what I thouyht stomach
-livable. I had that terrible gnawing in
mjr stomach nearly all the time. Within
half an hour after eating a hearty meal,
I would have that same disagreeable
foeUag. I waa losing in weight every day.
After taking your medicine (Dr. True’s
Elixir) 1 was relieved of that terrible
«nawing In my stomach, expAlled worms,
1 folt like a new person in many ways,
and would hoartily recommend it to any
• m suffering as 1 did.”
Headaches, tired feeling, weakness,
■•pels before the eyes, bad breath,
sleepleeeueee, irritability, dizziness, con
stipation can bo relieved, if you take the
-prescription known as Dr. True's Elixir,
“The Family Laxative and Worm Expeller.
]t has done much for sick people, men,
and children, ever since 1M1—
years reputation.
AT ALL

Sold by G rocers everyw here
Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek, Michigan
• - arm

I9x

---- B R O A D W A Y
N e x t to E lk s C lu b

P r e s c r ip t io n

P H A R M A C Y ---D r u g g is t

M a in S tre e t
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frAGB TEN

Mrs. John Stewart and son Harley of operator where her pleasant disposi- ing train for Square Lake where they
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hanning, Giltrice
and Waldo Hanning will leave W ed Houlton are spending the week with tion made for her many friends.
will spend their honeymoon, on return
nesday for Portland and Madison vis Mr. and Mrs. James H. Ruth.
Mr. Stone is a Houlton boy who serv
ing they will* reside In Houlton where
iting relatives for a week.
Mrs. Sarah Bither and three grand
There was a very large attendance children spent Sunday in Houlton with ed in the World W ar with Co. L 103d Mr. Stone is employed.
Inf. and is extremely popular among
at the Children’s Day Concert given in Mr. Albert Young and family.
the U. B. church on Sunday evening.
his hosts of friends.
j The best wishes of many friends is
The Ladies Aid of the M. E. church
All the exercises were done in a pleas
The young couple left on the morn-' extended.
No. 9 Lake where they caught some ing maner and were a credit to the will serve ice cream in French’s hall
Subscribers should bear in fine trout. “ Dick" as he is known by children and to the folowing ladies on Thursday evening, June 24th.
Mrs. Drusilla Outhouse of Sherman
mind that all subscriptions are many of his friends is in the whole who drilled them: Mrs. J. A . Stone,
M
sale department for Swift & Co., Mrs. Waldo Carmichael, Mrs. Byron arrived Saturday to visit her daughter
payable in advance and the pa where he sells butter, eggs and poul Carson, Mrs. E. I). Coy. Miss Laura Mrs. James G. Bither and family.
Dickison and Miss Florence Pond.
per will be discontinued at ex try.
Misses May and Fay Stoddard of
Mrs. E. E. Weed who was operated
m
piration. Notice of such expira
upon at the Aroostook hospital last Beauford, N.B. are spending the month
LETTER B
with their aunt Mrs. Otis Hatfield.
week
is
gaining.
*
tion will be sent out the First of
The B school will hold a picnic at
Mrs. Orie Titcomh was in Houlton
Albert Young and family of Houl
each month .
Burnt Brow on Friday, July 2nd.
Wednesday to attend the graduating ton and Mrs. Clinton Morrow and son
#
James Gardiner Jr. of Island Falls exercises of R. C. I. Mrs. Titcomb’s of Presque Isle spent last Friday with m
Commencing Saturday, May 15, 1920 spent Sunday with his parents here.
sister, Mildred Brown of Presque Isle, Mrs. Sarah E. Bither.
H. J. Carpenter of Houlton spent was a member of the graduating class.
the TIM ES office will close at noon
Misses Julia and Ila Byron, daught
Saturday and Sunday with relatives
Loran Hanning and May Crane who
ovary Saturday during May, June,
here.
accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Henry L it ers of Mr. and Mrs. Birdsell Byron,
July and August, In accerdance with
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sullivan of Oak- tle on a auto trip to the southern part entered the Madigan hospital last
the usual custom of Banks and County fleld were calling on relatives here last of the state returned home Saturday Wednesday and submitted to opera
Friday.
There were no services in the church tions for appendicitis.
offices.
Verna and Marian Webb of Ludlow on Sunday and Grange was not held
Herbert Sawyer met with a painful
are visiting their aunt Mrs. George Tuesday evening owing to the small
accident last week, while playing ball,
Carpenter.
pox scare.
in running he collided with a bicycle,
□
Rev. Mr. Kinney of Easton held ser
Dr. Stevents of Millinocket and Dr. cutting his arm on the mud guard,
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton McLeod and
vices
in
the
schoolhouse
Sunday
morn
m
Dickison of Houlton were in town which required several stiches to
two sons went to Haynesville Sunday
ing and evening.
Wednesday
investigating
several be made.
by auto.
m
Several people from this town at cases of reported smallpox hut found
Mrs. Howard Nye and four children
tended
the
graduation
exercises
in
Mr
.and
Mrs.
E.
T.
Tuell,
Mr.
and
it
was
chicken
pox.
III
o f Topeka, Kansas arrived here Satur
Marion Noble who has been quite ill Mrs. L. J. Bubar, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. B.
day night and are visiting at the home Houlton last week.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fairfield
Day
of
HodgSharp,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Geo.
Byron
at
is recovering.
o f M rs. N ye’s father Mr. Charles
don were week end guests of Mr. and
Louise and Mary Costello of Houl tended the 30th Wedding Anniversary
.Chaney.
ton are spending a few weeks with of Mr. and Mrs. Edd Bliss at their
Arnold, the ten months old son of Mrs. M. G. Carpenter.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Kingman Snell and their grandmother Mrs. Louise Hag home in West Houlton on Thursday
M r. and M rs. Harry Hartt died Sat
children
of
Westfield
spent
Sunday
evening.
gerty.
urday morning after a two weeks ill
Many are planning to attend Pomo
ness with pneumonia. Funeral was with his mother Mrs. H. C. Snell.
Mrs. Howard Lavine of Mars Hill na at Oakfield next Wednesday.
^kJS
A
held Sunday afternoon from the home.
has been the guest of her mother Mrs. good program will be given by OakElizabeth Stevens for several days.
field Grange and O. B. Griffin of the
The marriage of Miss Helen Cogan j
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Haggerty and Federation of Farmers will speak on
and Cecil Stone both of this town oc- j
daughter
of
Houlton
spent
Sunday
the building of a Fertilizer plant.
The R. C. I. and H. H. S. students
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
Miss Laura Dickison will have a curred Thursday morning at St. Mary’s j
are home for the summer.
M r Fred Warman who has been ill Carpenter.
school entertainment and basket so church. Rev. P. M. Silke officiating at
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crawford, cial at the Grange Hall, Monday eve the celebration of the nuptial mass.
several weeks Is not improving.
Admission lOcts.
Several from here attended the Miss Elizabeth Fitzpatrick, Dorothy ning June 28th.
Mrs. Stone for some time has been ;
and Raymond Peterson were guests of Everybody cordially invited to be pres
Ridker graduation last Wednesday.
employed in the telephone office as
Leland Hovey of Houlton is spend Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick on Sunday.
ent.
Miss Mary Gardiner, Earl Gardiner,
ing hia vacation with his cousin Byron
A Cradle Roll Department was add
Dorothy Sullivan and Lawrence Car ed to the S. S. on Sunday and Mrs. C.
Hand.
M r. and Mrs. Frink Willette of penter students at H. H. S. have re B. Porter was elected superintendent
Houlton spent Thursday with Mr. and turned home.for the summer vacation. of this department.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Murphy, Miss
M rs. S. J. McCain.
Friends of Mrs. Mark Gray will be
That is the sign that is in the windows of this store calling attention to
Mrs. John Crawford and two chil Ruth Murphy and John Abernethy of glad to know she is recovering from
advertisements from The Saturday Evening Post, Ladies Home Journal,
Fort
Fairfield
were
callers
at
the
home
dren M arjorie and Maurice of Houlton
her recent illness.
Cosmospolitan, American and Photoplay Magazines. These ads tell of cer
of Mrs. Murphy’s parents Mr. and
are visiting M iss Faye Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hogan of Houl
tain articles that are sold in Oakfield by this store and the articles are
M iss V era Thompson who has been Mrs. Roscoe Snell on Sunday.
ton were callers at L. F. Hall’s on
WEDNESDAY
T. J. Carpenter, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tuesday evening.
teaching at Ricker is spending her va
shown you with the ads.
G L O R IA S W A N S O N
cation with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter and children and Miss
Ralph and Sarah Crosby of Houlton i
Dorothy
Sullivan
started
Sunday
for
O. L . Thompson.
in an Artcraft Special
were calling on relatives one day last i
Among these articles are the following:
M rs. Angid Noyes of Houlton and an auto trip to St. John, N. B. where week.
“ W h y Change Y o u r W ife ”
M r. and Mrs. Robert Hone and son Mrs. Carpenter and Miss Sullivan ex
S. C. C. Ward, State Deputy for the
Elgin Watches
Robert Jr. of Littleton visited rela pect to remain for a visit of several order of the Maccabees was a business j Tliis is a real picture woven around
Hamilton Watches
j
real people, incidents that might become
days.
tives here Sunday.
caller in town Thursday.
i a part of our very own existence. The
Waltham
Watches
M rs. Edith Hand and family attend
The Basket Social held at the Hag j staging is lavish and the gowns are ele
gantly exquisite.
Chester O uting and
ed the Houlton High School gradua
South
Bend
Watches
gerty
School
was
a
success
and
over
HODGDON
I W e e k ly .
tion. M rs. Hand’s niece Miss Anna
$28 received to he used for school
Big
Ben
Alarm
Clocks
Miss Lucille Royal of Boston is the purposes.
Hovey w as a member of the graduat
THURSDAY
W W W Rings
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Geo.
H.
Benn.
ing class.
The U. B. S. S. elected the folowing
V IV IA N M A R T IN
Mrs. Wilbur Stewart and children offices: C. B. Porter, sitpt.; E. B. LilOstby and Barton Rings
in
returned from visiting at Danforth last ley, asst-supt.; Percy Porter, sec, and
Pvrex Casseroles
week.
‘ H is O ffic ia l F in a n c e ’
treas. Class No. 1, J. A. Robinson,
Waterman’s
Ideal Fountain Pens
Mr. Everett Reese of Montana has teacher; Loyal Sisters Mrs. Turner,
The story, while not containing a great
The Ladies Aid will meet with Mrs.
Sheaffer’s Fountain Pens
been
visiting
relatives
here
the
past
deal
of
dramatic
strength,
is
intensely
Clarence London on Thursday, July 1.
teacher; class No. 2 Jesse P. Tracy, intersting. The work of Miss Marin is
Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
M rs. M aggie Finnegan has purchas week.
teacher; Class No. 3 Rev. M. H. Tur at all times charming. A sweet story for
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Drew of Harring ner, teacher; class No. 4 Mrs. Waldo ! young and old.
Old Hampshire Bond Stationery
Bu rton Holmes T r a ed the McCready house on Court St. in
ton are visiting relatives and friends Carmichael teacher; class No. 5 Mrs. I velogue. News.
Houlton.
1S47 Roger Bros., Wm. Rogers and
There w ill be an Ice Cream sale at in town.
O. V. Jenkins, teacher.
F R ID A Y
Community Plate Silverware
Mr.
Brown
agent
for
the
Delco
the home of Mrs. Thomas Lloyd Thurs
ANN C O R N W ALL
Lighting System has been in town the
day, June 24.
in
..................
I
LINNEUS
These articles are advertised from Oregon to Florida and from southern
Mr. and Mrs. H. Todd of Caribou past week.
Mr. Roy Roaix, principal of Portage I
.
„
,
“ P ath She C hose”
w as the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred A.
California
to Maine. They have a reputation with the public—a reputation
High School is at home for the sum-1 ^ r- ^ aunce Stewart has a new fo rd
Barton part of last week.
A play of our very own lives.
The built up by long years of honorable dealing, of value giving and of progres
mer
vacation.
j
car
story is so intensely interesting and so
M rs. Harold Reese of Houlton was
Mrs. Richard Rhoda of Houlton was j Mr. Maurice Bither is on the sick thoroughly human one forgets it is a sive business methods.
the guest of her daughter Mrs. Robert
list.
mere story and just lives with the play
the guest Sunday of her sons Percy
Henderson the past week.
Miss Ida Shean of Patten is visiting ers. Ann Cornwall is charming, intelli
and
Miles
Rhoda.
If the public had not trusted these concerns they could not have
gent and sincere. The kind of a picture
Mrs. Thom as Lloyd was the guest
Mr. Daniel Stewart and family of Mrs. Clarence Bither.
that makes you happier for having seen it
stayed in business year in and year out. You are fully protected
of her daughter Mrs. Frank Turney at
Miss Winnie Logie of Houlton spent
P a r a m o u n t Magazine
Linneus attended service at the M. E.
Green Road, N. B. part of last week
when
you buy these articles at this Store. See our wondows.
Sunday
here
with
relatives.
SATURDAY
M r. and Mrs. John W. C. Grant and church Sunday a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Byron have pur
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T
W.
McDonald
are
daughter Eva spent Thursday and
G LADYS B R O C K W E LL
chased a new piano player.
Friday at M illville, N. B. the guests of enjoying an auto trip in Massachusetts
Mr. Abbott Lovett and family of
in
and
New
York.
relatives.
There will be a sale of Ice Cream Auburn are visiting relatives.
M r. and Mrs. Samuel Dickinson of
“ The D e v il's R id d le ”
Mrs. Harold Russell is visiting her
Houlton were the guests of their and cake at the hall of the United Bap mother. Mrs. Skillinger in Danforth.
tist
Society
Friday
evening,
June
25.
A
Gladys
Brockwell picture, one her
daughter M rs. William Lloyd last
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stimson of admirers will enjoy. M u t t &. Jeff. Two
Mr. Astra Hutchinson and daughter.
W ednesday.
Houlton were Sunday guests of rela Keel Sunshine Coined H e r N a u g h ty W i n k
T h ere w ill not be any services at the Mr. and Mrs. Ira Royal and Mrs. Isaac tives.
Union church next Sunday. There be Hutchinson were in Forest City Sun
Mr. Fred Karnes and Mr. Jewett
ing Memorial services held at the day.
Adams won1 in Haynesville last Sat
A
very
disatrous
fire
occured
at
Grange hall in Houlton and every
Hodgdon Mills Mondav noon, June 14 urday.
Granger is invited to attend.
is
burning the store and buildings be
. Mrs. Naldo Worthies' of . Ludlow
..
longing to R. L. Perrigo no insurance, 1vlsltinK her parents Mi. and Mis. \\ i household furniture of Fred ( ’rocket lie Kervin.
Mr. Geo. \Y. Getehell entered the
Pomona Grange will be held at the no insurance, also the buildings of Or
Madigan
hospital last Thursday for
ville Day, some of the furniture was
Grange Hall, Wednesday, June 23rd.
treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Leavitt saved and building were partly insur
Messrs. Geo. W., Henry, Harry and
The
moved Into their new home on Shields ed. Cause of fire is unknown.
Houlton Fire Company resonded to a Maurice Stewart autoed to Woodstock
St. Friday.
last Saturday.
Mr. T. P. Richardson of MeAdam, call and rendered valuable assistance.
Miss Annie Bither of Houlton spent
N. B. spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Nearby buildings caught several times
but a change in the wind, a crowd of Saturday and Sunday with Mr. and
John M. Brown.
Mrs. L. J. Bubar.
Mrs. F. F. Bigelow of Island Falls workers and water supply saved many
David T. Saw yer spent Saturday and
homes
and
the
business
section.
spent the week end with her sister
Sunday
in Houlton with his daughter
Mrs. W illiam Brown has recently
M rs. L. A. Barker
Mrs. Horace Kelse.
• Mr., and Mrs. Jas. Gamble of Port had a cataract removed from one eye.
Rev. D. A. McKinnon and family 1 Mr. Herb. Savage and family of
land are spending a few days with Mr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Russell at Houlton spent Sunday with Mr. and
and Mrs. Guy Crosby.
Mr. John Dickey has recently pur tended the Convention at Brook ton Mrs. Samuel Ruth.
chased the Interest in the Potato house last week.
Mr. Beldin Tingley and family of
Rev. E. S. Drew will preach at the Waterville a n 1 visiting Mr. Howard
formerly owned by William Shorey.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. White and family M. E. church Sundav morning. June Tingley and family.
w ere calling on Mr. and Mrs. Charles 27th.
Mr. Byron Stewart and family of
Mrs. Orville Day has been sick the Houlton spent Sunday with Mr. and
Shields at their new home in Ludlow
past week hut is some better at this i Mrs. Henry < ' . Adams.
Sunday.
Dr. Frank Tarbell and wife with a writing.
Mrs. Jane McKenzie has returned to
party ofMriends from Smyrna Mills
Linneus after spending the win ter
w ere at Martin’s Theatre Thursday
with her son George.
LITTLETON
night to see “The Shepherd of the
Mrs. Horace Kelso of Houlton and
Mrs. Mary Fowler of Madison is vis
H ills.”
Mrs. Basil Banford of Phair visited
M artin’s Theatre announces the fol iting her daughter Mrs. Ewings?
•
Chas. Ingraham and sons Henry and I relatives here last week.
low ing pictures for this week: Tues
day night, ”M iss Crusoe” ; Saturday Roy will leave Tuesday by auto to < Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stewart. Mr.
night, “Rough R iding Romance” by visit relatives and friends in Bangor Henry Stewart and Miss Collieott left
here Monday for Portland.
Tom M ix—a great western picture; and East Corinth.
Friday night, “Vagabond Luck” a dra
m a of fast horses and high life starr
ing Albert Ray and Elinor Faiir.

The

Houlton Trust Co.

Pays interest of 2 per cent on
Daily Balances of $500 or over

m

M0NT1CELL0

STONE-COGAN

j

Compound Interest of 4 per cent
on Savings Accounts o f a n y
Amount......................... ..... y

LUDLOW

"Advertised Goods A re Your
Protection"

Week of June 21st, 1920

Temple Theatre

EAST HODGDON

N . W . Gerrish, Jeweler
Oakfield, Maine

Diamond

OAKFIELD

Squeegee
Tread

BRIDGEWATER
V ollar Nelson is at home from Bantor.
Jessie Everett is at home from Sanfo ri, Maine.
Fred Copk has been on a fishing trip
to Topsfleld.
Mr. and M rs. Zo Tracey are visiting
relatives in Bangor.
M rs. Bertha Smith went Saturday to
D exter and Harmony.
Prof, and Mrs. H iggins have gohe to
Lnhec to spend their vacation.
Vernon N iles of Presque Isle was a
recent guest of Tom Nickerson.
Mrs. A llis Packard has gone to Un
ity to visit relatives for several weeks.
W alsce Rideout Is seriously 111, his
daughter Mrs. Lee Good of Montlcello
Glena Cook has returned home from
a few days visit w^th relatives in
Easton.
Get your W atch hack by very next
mall if sent to Osgood through Bridgewater Drug Co.
V era Rideout has been visiting rel
atives in town, she returned last
week from Bangor.
Elwood Brew er has moved the house
he bought of Mr. Bradbury onto his
lot and got nicely settled.
Mrs. Allen Boone, Mrs. Ethel Col
lins snd Mrs. M. A. Randall have gone r
to Bangor for a few days visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Derrah have j
returned from their trip to Bristol, N.
B. and' Mrs. Derrah will resume her
duties in the Post Office.
Mrs. Geo. Barrett entertained Mr.
Barrett and fam ily of Robinson and t
and Mrs.. M. A. Buck of Houlton, Harry
M iss M ae Burlock of Mars Hill over
Sunday.
Richard J. Kim ball, Jr. of New H av
en, Conn, riaited his parents, Mr. and
M rs. R - J. fChnbaU last week. W hile
In town he and Ralph Everett went to

1
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JuAN MOUTH

W hiteTeeth, Healthy Gums,
a Clean Mouth

T

H AT is what you should seek in a
dentifrice. And it is easily found,
If you will care for your teeth regularly
with Klenzo Dental Creme. And the
delightful after-taste of Klenzo— that
Cool, Clean, Klenzo Feeling—is satis*
tying evidence of the good it does.
Step in and get a tube today.

f
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PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.

L. A. Barker Company
Oakfield, Maine

H O U LTO N,

M A IN E
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